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SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 8

THE LEDGER'& TIMES

I 41 00 a year in Calloway,
Marshal, Greece. Haat.
try and Stewart Counties.
lt1
a year elsewhere shr
"T •
State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
other than above.

50
$2.00

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 10, 1934

New Series No. 233

Volume CII; No. 19

LOWER •TENNESSEE VALLEY AWAITS AST OF DR. A. E. MORGA
-SPECIAL MEET
Cmcord To Have

OF ASSEMBLY
IS IN SESSION

styling-may 24DoIter Days Are Here;WEED POOL SALE T. V. A.
IEF STA
Chai
rmci
iiio
Murray, Fri., Saturday OF MILLIONS MADE Speak
DISTRICT IN
in Auditorium OF
MEETING HERE
ofCollege Wednesday

+here will he a singing at Concord- Taigh'sschool auditorium the
third Sunday inlday. The Vaughn
quartet has promised to be present
together
with several
others.
Will Consider Taxation to Singers -from Mayfield., Fulton,
Kirksey and McCracken and Mar' Balance State Budget,
shall counties will be present. The
Make Appropriations
slinging to begin promptly at. one
o'clock P. M.
SUBJECTS LIMITED
Everbody
invited,
especially
__IN GOVERNOR'S CALL singers

. Low
YON

lollars
Jan
Its

•
Seconds and Lags of 1931. 1932
Crops Disposed of; Other
__Here they are, folks! DOLLAR
merchant
not embarrass
your
Sales Expected.
greatest
DAYS! The
liaise
friends by asking for them except
event in the history of Murray. on Friday and Saturday. May 11
L. L. Veale, .general manager of
Tomorrow and Saturday (Fri. and 12.
Thornton Wilcox, State Dirday and Saturday of this week')
Tell all your neighbors and Western dark tired growers', asector, Addressing Workare the days. Practically every
friends if they do not already sociatiCn makes the following Plans Made to Accommodate Huge Crowd From Forty
ers at College Today
merchant in Murray is particiknow about DOLLAR DAY. And statement
Counties in Western Kentucky and Western
which will be of special
Paling in this gigantic. ceby no chance fad to be here your.
Tennessee
ALL COUNTIES IN WEST
interest to the members of the Asoperative effort to give the
self.
KY. ARE REPRESENTED
sedation:
"
t) FRANKFORT, Ky_ May 7---The
People of Calloway and surMerchants in Dollar Day:WILL BE TAKEN ON RIVER TRIP THURSDAY
rounding counties the utmost in
Lewis J. florin. vice-president,
State Legislature meet in extraW. T..aledd & Co., Ryan's Store,
A meeting of all persons engaged
value for these two special days
T. 0. Turner, Charley Hale. Led- aid Morgan C. Boyd. general. man-.
ordinary session Wednesday noon
Murray -is all agog in anticipa- reception in his honor in the lobby in federal relief administration in
and ahnost everyone In Calla- get & Times, Mrs. Dell Finney. ager of
Southwestern
Tobacco tion
to begin_ codslteration Of the conof the visit of Dr. A. E. Mor- of die men's dormitory of the. Western Kentucky is being held
way county is coming to MurChas. S. Ca'
Murray Hat and campany, were in Murray, Tuesday
troversial question of providing
chairman of the Tennessee college. The public is cordially today at Murray State College.
ray Friday and Saturday.
Dress; Sh
Love's Studio, Murray the 8th day of My conferring gan
' reeefete for the schouLe, unemployValley Authority, here next Wed- invited to attend this reception. The _meeting is held for the purpose
The merahants who are offerMeat
r ket.* Riley Radio: Eula with L. Is Yeale, general manager
Physical
ment relief, retirement of tile state Teachers Meek .1111eet
nesday evening.
The Murray_ State College orches- of •further. instructing She officials ft
ing special dollar day values !food Pe
n, Graham & Jackson,- tied Boone Hill, - president of
-- debt. balancing tile site 'budget Tests; State Must Produce -Funds
Drjorgan will address the cit- tra will provide music at the re- of this section of the state
and participating IS the event
in the
Sexton
for High Schools.
, Auto Service,
the association, at which time a
and other purposes.
izens of Western Kentucky in the ception.
are:administration -of relief funds.
Davis,
Shop. H. B. Bailey, sale for all the seconds and lugs
tInvernor Rely Laffoon in anlarge
auditorium
Murray
of
State
Thursday moraing, Dr. Morgan
Walk into their stores, inspect Murray
Thornton Wilcox. state director
The • Calloway county board .of
, rcantile. Mrs.. Means
both the 1931 and 1932 crops
nouncing today ..the call for the
College and the commodious hall will be taken on a motor boat of federal relief, will explain
the, merchandise and the.. 'values Walker, Owee-Houston, Ben Frank- ol
in
vjere closed. This sale amounts to
special seamen. said that in ad- education named teachers for the
expected
is
to be filled to utmost trip up the Tennessee from Aurora full the present set-up of relief
and we are sure you will agree lin, Jackson Purchase Oil Co..C.C. several million pounds.
dition- to revenue and apprOpria-'
Calloway county schools-at a meet- with us that they are exceeding
capacity for his important address, Landing on which he will inspect activities. A number
Duke, Shroat Bros.. U-Tote-'Em,
of other state
Other large sales are now pend• lions. the Legislature will be ask- ing Modday. The high school
Literally hundreds of thousands several of the proposed sits for relief heads are expected
themselves in creating ai
-7
•Tare•••.s...• • r
s' Grocary, Robert Swann & log and Mr. Veale says that he
to- aded to consider, si,x -other minor teachers Were named with the conorWrsons in Westen
-RIWNteky Aurora Dam. Boats for the trip dress the group.
eenting for your approval the out- Sons.
reasons
has
good
to
believe
subjects. •
that
dition that the state provides funds standing DOLLAR DAY values of
and Western Tennessee are keenly have been promised by the McFollowing the opening meetItUfohe sale consisting of approximateBecause of- he shortness of the for operation., Otherwise there can
interested in Aurora Dam and the Cracken county Aurora Dam Club. the ofileialissWill 'divide
all time.
into groups
ly three million pounds of the leaf
time the chief executive summon- be no high schools next fall M. 0.
entire program for the developHe will be mat at .Centerville representing each phese of the fedPlease remember that these
grades will be, closed in the very
ed the Legislators by telegraph. Wrather. county superintendent,
ment
of
Teneessee
the
Valley.
Landing
by delegations from Paris eral program. Each department
values areefor Friday and Saturnear future.
The decision to -call the special stated. Several changes were made,
More than fifty counties in the end Union City and will be their then will discuss. - specifically
day only, May II and 12. They
the
L. L. Veale urges all members of
session immediately :res
.
" reached in the personnel of the schools and will not
western
part
of
sister
tile
states
guest at luncheon. Thursday ea- activities in ,which it is engaged.
be offered before nor
**The Rock", a three-acts, play the Association to make prompt
by the governor today after a Kirksey teachers have not been
Southern
and
Illinois
are,
expected ening Dr. _ Morgan will be the The departments consist of the
after those cia vs and please do
._ conference with administration and selected. _
which relates the life of Simon Peter deliveries of the tobacco which to send delegations to hear the speaker
at a dinner in Jackson, garden, relief and work divisions.
they now hold as the Association
• legislative leaders.
All teachers must pasi a physical
Authority chairman.
and
depicts him "the
rock,"'' Receiving
Tenn
The irolding of district relief
Stations at Murray, MaySubjects in Call
_
examination before they, can sign
Governor Ruby • Laffoon, the
gatherings for officials is a recent
as Christ- guggested in the Scrii; field. and Paducah. Ky., and Paris,
The subjects that will be em- contracts. The examivations will
United States Senators of Kentucky
9 tunes, will be presented in the Murinnovation in the state. PreviousTenn.. will close Friday night
bodied in the call follow: revenue: be conducted by Dr: .r. A. Outland,
ly, such meetings had been stateray State College auditorium on My 25. - 1934, and positively no and • Tennessee and several conappropriations; correction of an county health officer. "
wide but officials believe that more
Sunday night. May '13 at 7 o'clock. tobacco will be received from any gressmen, including Gregory and
error in an act passed by the 1934
Alma: 'Homer, Lagaiter. Ralph
Browning. who have taken the
can be accomplished through the
Originally scheduled for May 6,
after that date.
regular -session requiring millers Jones, Robbie *Mae Broach, Cliflead
on
Washington
the
front
of
district meetings. Similar eonferProminent Woman of East Side postponement was necessary beto label the numbers-of pounds in ton Brown.„Justiue Story.
efforts to get the dam, are expected
ences are to be held in other seccause of the illness of Miss Sue
Passed Away Wednesday:,
each Sark of flour; reenactment of ...Faxon: Guy Billington, J. H.
to
present
be
for
the
momentous
SOBI;
Wyman, Lowes, Ky., who plays the
Edd Prewitt, Missouri Graduate, tions of the •state.
Many Relatives Survive,
• any bill S passed by the regular Walston, Mrs. L. A. Story, Con
occasion.
One of these disBeginning with registration ,in
part of Adina, wife of peter. .
Employed by Murray Milk
erasion Whose enacting clause was Barnett, Mildred Swann, Edith
tinguished
"visitors will introduce
the foyer of the auditorium at
Letters have already been sent
Products Company.
Mrs. Alice Rowlett,'65 years 'old,
- Omitted: particularly the bill abol- Wigchester, Holman Jones.
Dr.
Morgan.
1.0 A.. M. tbe_meeting-will consist-to congregations of the. chumillete
A hat of relatives .4trid frlàtsdl
ishing the office of county jailer
Hazel: Kenneth Grogan, Jack pne of the best lenoon'-women of
Arrangements for Dr. Morgan's
neighboring cities inviting
s
Edd Prewitt, a graduate of the of addresses, discussion, and enterand consolidating it with that of- Kelly, Joseph Miller, Mrs. C. W. the East side of the county, died of the
in the city and county were visit are in the hands of
the
3
agricultural college of the Uni- tainment features. Thornton Wilsheriff at the close of the tempi of Denham, Mrs Lorene Blackburn. Wednesday afternoon about one them to attend the play. „Dona- ereviously shocked Sunday evening Aurora Dam Club of
Calloway
business
cox,
local
men
tion
of
state
and to learn of the tragic
administrator ,of Louiso'clock
at
home
her
Branden.
at
the incumbents; to enable life' indeath
of
Lynn Grove: T. C. Arnett. Huron
county with the assistance of Dr. versity of Missouri, and a specialist vill4 is scheduled
4o speak at
Mrs. Rowlett is survived by a faculty members have made it Gaylon Fain, 6, only son of Rev. John W. Carr, president
surance companies
noriL Jeffrey, Sallie Howard, Mrs. Eula
of the in dairying. has been employed as 11:30.
possible-- or the Christian' Asassessable stock ,totake advantage Mae Doherty, Modest Clark, Mo- large tarnily, incltidirig her husand Mrs. G. C. Fain, of Paris.
field
agent
college.
for
the
Murray
Milk
Other speakers include: the Rev.
sociation to. invite everyone free
of luana faint' the Wit; to Pro-, delle Millersitehie Mae Ford. Dule band, V. Rowlett; her inother„lars.
Ret Fedi is the son of Mr. and
Dr. Morgan will spend Wednes- Products Co. and is now engaged 0. A. Marrs, chairman
is diseSK
Calloway
vide relief for sheriffs whose in- cie Mae Swann, Mrs. T. C Arnett. Susie Stewart; one daughter, Louise at agate. :13:it pray
Ws. T. W. Fain, of Murray. a Cal- day afternoon in Mayfield and will in the work.,
county committee; Dr. Jahn W.
by Prof. Leslie Putnam. voice in- loway county I
come was cut at
youth born and be guest of flonor at a dinner
,
'the act of the
New 'Concord: Ora Lassiter. Mrs. Phillips; three sons. E. 0., Chester structor.
Mr. Prewitt is no stranger to Carr, Murray:- Marion
Rust. superreared here and is one of the most given by the directors of
1934 legislature reducing the state Frances McLean, S. E Weather, and John Rowlett; three sisters,
the Kentucky as he was connected intendent Hickman county schools;
Peter, -SThe Rock". will be
popular as well as one of the Lower Tennessee 'Valley
UnderwOod.
property tax from 30 to 5 cents; Mrs S. E. Wrather. Otis Loving, Mrs.-- Nora
with
„jhe
'
University of Kentucky Dr. E. E. Pittman, state
AssociaMnr"' played by .Robert She-Item Adain.
garden
Myrtle Burton and Mrs. Jessie
to repeal the' audist colony actof Mrs. Jennie Wilson.
ablest. ministers in the Southern tion just before coming to Murray. extension department as a dairy
director; Prof. J. S. Pullen, head of
his wife, is impersonated by Miss
the regular _session; to 'enehle
Pleasant Valley: D. D. Cram, Thurman and one brother, Tommie Wymen: Miss Dixie Moore. takes Methodist church.
lie will be met et the western specialist for nine years, from 1919 department agriculture
of Murray
thie lad was struck by an auto- limits of Murray by the Murray to 1925. In this petition he worked
cers of efops and livestock Lee Werra% Fox, Mayrelle Blalock. Stewart.
State College; Morris M. Wright,
the part of 'Deboreb, mother qf
Mrs.
Rowlett's
father
mobile
while
crossing
died
street
the
at
exestae•Trinrtgage oh .11iem, in
an
The Kirksey. election was postState College band and a large On dairy programs in all sections director field *
Mina.
Moore
Miss
place
takes
the
operations; Mrs.
advanced age- at her -home only
/advance of production.
and suffered fatal injuries. Both delegation of leading men and of the -state. He,.is well known to Lucy Washbon,
poned but no slate was set.
of Miss Daphne Carlisle who is
atisoclate adminisparents are prostrated with grief women of the city. He will be a large number of farmers in Cal- trator;
Repeal ,of' the nudist colony
Cherry, Hugh
Hurt. Lonnie six weeks ago. .
ill Loren Pulliam. character-.
0. C. Byrn, business mamas.She was a faithful member of now
law was included ip. the call 'be- White,
and Mrs. Fain's condition was escorted directly to the college loway where he has done some of ger; Miss
izeis Noef. uncle of Adina. Miss
Elizabeth Fullerton, dicause it was 'erroneously enrolled
Coldwater, Rex Watson, Lucile the Blood River Baptist church and Mae Balbach. plays the part of quite serious.
auditorium where he is scheduled his best work.
rector women's work: Mrs. Georgia
•'
was admired by a wide circle of
Funeral and burial services were to begin speaking at 7:30 o'cloak.
at the .close of the regular ses- Kinglps.
After
leaving
the
University of Solomon, director medical care;
Magdala.
Other characters are
sion. The measure, intended to
Dexter, Intl!' Walston, Bessie B. friends for her many excellent Henry Whitlow, Casner Carlisle. held in Paris Tuesday afternoon.
A large number of seats on the Kentucky he was connected with Captain A. M.
Woody, director
qualities.
prohibit the establishment of nud- Hurt.
A large crowd from this county at- stage will be reserved for dis- a unit of National Dairies in Cleve- commodity
Harwood
Tilton. and -Howard
distribution; Miss Oneta
Funeral and burial services wea
tended
rites.
sad
the
ist. colonies, by requiring conEast _Shanon, Hubert Bell, Odell
land.
tinguished
end
later did 'dairy work Liter, director nutrition and
visitors from other
Brumbaugh.
home
held at McCuiston cemetery
struction (ec.,_20-foot walls_arcatrui Hedges. ,.
The youth was struck when counties.
with the A and M College of Still ecenemice;
•Russell Cook. personnel
charge
of
Bro.
R.
crossing
F.
street
after
being
the
callGregory.the' premlsek t was enrolled in
R.
Outland. Lee Crass. Mary Lou
Cars will be parked in the vi-' Water, Okla. In addition to this _director.
e
H. Falwell was in charge of the
ed by his mother. He was watch- chairs, of the college under the work he - has had practical exper'such a way to tmake it lawful for Outland.
The yliksical education class of
s
cidonies to operate without the
ing a car when a second menthe direction of traffic supervisers and ience with a herd of his own.
Pottertown Essie Hale, Eva Rob- music.
Murray State College 'will give a
walls.
which was meeting the other struck will be guarded by a large force
erts.
Mr. Prewitt is a high typcfellow demonstration for
.the entertain•
• Relief for Sheriffs
him as he stepped in front of it. of deputy sheriffs.
and is
.McCuiston, Mary Falwell. Corene
IL qualified to- meet the- ment- of-the-body-at-it o'clock
Cutehire son of (-nark
taiga
_
_
stated that the ..crije,.t
iov sion
retier legishatcm- l'hurmett
Tatiewing Di Morgan's address situation in this county, and the
and Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, has won
unavoidable
for county sheriffs was included
there will be an informal public company reeks that it is very forSmotherman, Koska lones, Chrisan appointment to the United States
in the catl_at- the request of the tine Grogan.
tunate in being able to secure the
Calloway
The
itenteehy
county fiscal court Military Academy, West Point. and Counterfeiters Get
Vanciestue,
Sheriffs'
services of a man of this type and
Keith
Association.
Morris, BeurSheriffs contend they,
met Tuesday for a session of gen- will report there June 21 'for phstifeels that the dafe;men in this
- are entitled dean M. Wrather.
Year and Day in Pen
to legislative 'consideration because' Blakely. Maurelle Clendenon. .eral business with no trepOrtant cal; examination. Stalin' 'was apcounty.
who ere interested ,in
issues.before the body. .The court pointed second
the real . estate tax reduction act Backusburg. Noma Stubblefield.
alternate
dairying, are, very fortunate toby
Earl Holland and Clark Bynum,
Congressme
n
named
cuts their commissions, on prop- Brooks Chapel, Lucile Walston
W. V. Gregory -Ind of Dexter. were sentenced to a year
Joe Weeks and Gladys
'A mad dog belonging to Graves have p man of this character to Method of
Registration in This
Swann as cominiasioners to-oudit won when the two before- him and a day in the Federal penitenert)- tax collections. Administra- Center Ridge, S. L. Evans.
work with them
Williams of near Coldwater made
County to Be Announced
tion leaders did not indicate what
In fact, his "Services would be
Chestnut Grove, Mrs. Sam Mc- the books of former Sheriff C. W. failed to qualify. Taking a pre- tiary in --Federal court at OwensNext Week.
Drinkard.
form of relief would be provided Cutcheon.
They -were allowed liminary -exam at Paducah last boro Monday. They were chareed a circle of the _county Monday equal . to' that of a county agent
Sheriffs.
;150 jointly for their services.
Elm Grove. Prentice Lassiter.
- winter. Starlit' ranked third among with__ counterfeiting mid admitted night and is thought•to have bit- except that he will devote all of
, The district re-emptuyinent of. youths
Ill
siterenuesanct apriropriation- bills
taking
his
the
tests
Edge Hill. Hoyt Jonee.
time
to
dairy
their
implication.
ten
work.
They 'were
a large number of animals.
'Dave fitirli!een was nameci counfice is now locetecf in Paducah,
Flint Marelle L. Morris,
hare been drafted for the special
Young Cutchin is a member of charged with making fifty cent
ty poor farm keeper and will
The dog visited neighborhoods
and comprises the la_ counties of
session by the Legislative Interim
Flint Valley, Owen. Billington. begin his duties Jan. 1. 1935. The the graduating class of Murray pieces and circulating them in this
this district.
Farmington, Harris Grove.
neer
State
College
Committee which was created at
this
Goshen, Mable Hicks,
spring_
and
is
a
county.
court voted to distribute the road
The office is nosy-being professthe close of the recent regular
Gunter's Flat. R. T. R. Braswell, and bridge funds for 1934 eikually varsity football man.
Witnesses appearing against them Lynn Grove, Taylor's Store and
ionalized and qualifications will
session. The cominittee has recGrindstone, John Braswell.
were Sheriff Carl Kingins and - Sinking Springs, being killed at
among the seven districts. Dr. H.
come first in the selection of men.
DOLLAR DAYS in AiritTfay, Deeply J. I. Fox, Lymon Coursey, the latter. -The dog was traced by
ommended enactnient of taxes on
Green Plain, Mable Steely.
The Murray city council has
H. Boggess was named county_ vetEach county will work their own
personal and corporation incomes
Heath, Mrs. Ottis Patton.
erinarian to succeed Dr. E. al. Friday and Saturday. Come, end Dexter empbayer of Bynum, Solon Johnnie Walker who was trying to ordered the enforcing of traffic men on
Federal projects. .There
and ot,
Hickory Grove. Mozelie Lynn.
three per cent gross
Cherry. His salary was set and get your share of the Wonderful Griffin, Hardin blacksmith where avoid losing a prize animal which Laws and traffic lines are being will be no
outside labor imported,
• receipt!, trx.- .1•Wo-thirds of the
Harris Grove, Idedest Brandon.
the mould was made, Horate War- she knew to be_bitten_by the ani- painted this week. The laws will
allowed at $150 per year to be values.
unless qualified men are not - obgrass receipts tax would go into
Kelly,_Ncivie Orr.
be enforced and Chief Hays warns
ren, Mr. Cole and Mr. Hale, of mal.
paid annually. Other business intainable in that particular county.
We are proud of the brains we Hardin.
—thes--Landon, Russel J. Watson.
genieral_ftind laid- one-third
motorists to not leave their ears
cluded the making of exemptions
The office has a staff of interhave
a
they
would be allotted to the counties
Locust Grove, Lela Cain.
are
good,
but
without
who
these
from poll tax payments and the allines and spot in- viewers,
which will have the duties
for retirement of bonded road
Macedonia, Douglas Shoemaker. lowing a claains from both the gave them to us?
dicators.
It Pays th Reed the _,19(Casifleds
such as clerical, professlonal, builddebts.
-Malory. Tillman Taylor.
The council has also set a rate ing
general and road
and
bridge
and construction.
They will
The Committee's revenue proMarlin's Chapel. Martha Key.
of penalties for unpaid automobile
funds.
gram has been endorsed by GovFuneral services for Mrs. Pencie and privilege tax with the first select these types of men for their
Independence. Myrtle Chapman.
ernor Ruby Laffoon, Dr. Jantes - New Providence, Rath MontScott, 70-years of age, were held penalty going on after June 14. particular jobs.
AR
ipsartiess--es
a ed shown, it is said, no
from Mayfield and will be met at the edge of the city by
politics tolerthe college Methodist church. Burial was in later and arrests will be
ent of public instruction, and the
Pidestine.111-ances floss.
made and ated in the new re-employm
band and prominent citizens and will be escorted to the
ent set
college the church cemetery. Mrs. Scott fines assessed after September
_Kentucky Education Association.
Paschall, Lenon Hall.
14, up, it was announced.
auditorium.
died Monday St her home on Clay
Educational _leaders endorsed the
Pleasant Grove. Ruth Overby.
Paris District Methodist MinBAND CONCERT. The college band will give a concert in
It will endeavor to place as
the street in Paducah following an illRosin Ridge, Pauline Waldrop. isters and Laymen's meeting will
tax proeram on condition that a
auditorium, pending the arrival of Dr. Morgan, from 6:45 until
many men eespossable, and, women,
$12 ler capita is provided for the
the
ness
of
complication
Russel Chapel, Fred D. Hassell.
s.
convene at Lynn Grove Methodist speaking. The doors
'back through private industries.
of the -auditorium will be open at 6:30. Persons . Mrs. Scott is iurvived
eominoa school fund.
Salem, Myrtle Crawford.
• -'
by _six
chetah _Monday. May 14, for _an all desiring to.-hear -Dr.- Morgan are advised
- -Announcement will be made next
to come early in order to get sons, Burnett, Lax, Amos, Melburn.
-Stone. 0-thci- Winchester.
day eession.
seats and it is desired to have the audience ;completely seated when
week concerning the method of Herble
and
Smith, Ha Prather.
Jesse
Scott; four
Sermon at 11 A. M. will be de- Dr. Morgan arrives.
Funerallaervices for Mrs. Jane registration
in CalrowaYs county.
daughters, Mrs. Etta Jones and Cox, 66 kears
Steelyville, Elizabeth Walker.
livered by the Rev. E. J. Diggs of
of age. %were held
STAGE sEivrs. On account 44-the large number of distinguished
All_cohtrietors on P. W. A. proMrs. Emma Pace of Marshall coun- Tuesday morning
Spring Creek Mine W. Steele. Gleason. Tenn.
at
11
o'clock jects will be,required to give
visitors from tither counties of this section. admission to the stage will
the
ty. Nara. Lola Grogan of Calloway
Shiloh.
e.
freM__The__W_Y_atte cemetery_ __The distr4et-ell
sprestOtrar be by-tickets-My. No Treicets iThe required
iee--411-heure-eneeiee-en---- —
The Murray Tigers 'Twill meet
Tor seats in the main county. and Mrs. Mayme Cain, Rev.
South 'lltaaard. R. L. Cooper.
elder of the Parts- district, will auditorium..
David Thompson
was in men that thes, desire in order
the McKenzie High sehoor nine
that
Paducah; assister. Mrs. Mary Hale. charge of the
Shady HEIL Evelyif Scott.
Mad a discussion on one or the Old
services.
Mrs. Cox they may be obtained. from
RECLYTION. There will be a public reception for Dr. Morgan in Marshall
their
s *ha the Murray field Priday and
coNity; and two brothers, died at her home
Thompson, Thelfna Jone&,
Testament prophets. Reports will the lobby of the men's dormitory
South
of
Coldrespective
immediately
counties.
following the speaking. Tom Lee, Marshall county. and
- Saturday afternoons. Thc Friday
Utterbatk, T. C Colly.
be heard from the various pastors The public is cordially
water -Monday safternoon followC. 0. Tinsley district re-employinvited to this reception and this means Minus Lee of Calloway
game will be called at 3:00 o'clock
White Oak, Connie Mae Milfer. of the district. —
county
ing an extended illness of cancer.
EVERYONE
.
ment
manager of paducah. was ,in
and. the Saturday affair will begin
Mrs. Scott is also survived by She was respected
Wyatt, Herman Cole
Rev. C. A. Coleman fH.rdin.
and *loved by Murray Wednesday
i
RIVER TRIP. Leaving Murray Thursday morning at4 8 o'clock, Dr.
makin,g. at_45 grandchildren and six great many and
at 2..10 o'clock. -Theatigers halt a
Watees. Guy Lovins.
will conduct the devotionits.
leaves-her
Morgan
husband,
and
his
party
will be taken on an inspection' trip up Tennes- grandchildren.
sangements tar the local details.
--frionbiebeadar to the Terintibeeans
Woodlavm. )113urline Winchester.
Andy Cies g son and fivesbeethers.
The women Of the I-Ynn Grove see River to Panther
Creek, tce look over proposed sites for Aurora
• the first of the season at McKenPine Bluff, Ruth Keys.
' church will Serve -dinner at.tvrelve Dam. He will then go down the
flaw recruits are probably *sriver by boat to Paducah where he
t and 6-1.
- ,
e
Fault is the tine thing that it
Pleat nt Hall, Mrs. Leon Miller, o'clock.
Tt-ll usitially very unlucky for The talled
will be entertained at luncheon.
because they- are not-are'
frequently foond where it-is nee. mouse that
es..
meets
a
black
cat.
customed to fire.
'
_

COUNTY BOARD
NAMES TEACHERS

"The Rock"
;To Be
Presented May 13

earl in
:higan,
March

3242
1069
1006

County
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apple-
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MRS. ROWLET1 65DIES AT BRANDON

DAIRY FIELD MAN
SECURED BY PLANT

Young
of Rev.
Cletus Fain Dies
-

1

toissue

--

Stanfil Cutchid To
Enter West Point

11111111111111/7-

FISCAL COURT
MET TUESDAY

RE-EMPLOYMENT
PLANS ARE GIVEN

Rabid Animal - Circles County

Traffic Lines
Being Painted

Mrs. Pencie Scott
Burial Wednesday

PROGRAM FOR-DR.MORGAN'S VISIT

District Pastors
Meet Lynn Grove

Mrs. Jane Cox
Funeral__Tuesday

Tigers To Play
Mc-Kenzie Nine

-- Dollar Days in Murray Friday and Saturday -- Wonderful Values for All
=40
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I —A

*

-
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-events: --a- member of the giriit.
Xtrksey. Be was a ball player ter" a few
lirte&
Bruce, another visitor, Clayton erman.
i glee club and mixed choru.;..111- in St Pin ticipated in boys' cholla
Many have been the expression
•
Hall.
Jane, a a young paid. Hilda,
'33, a member of the intla' quar- and mixed *Aetna 1$. lie is in
of how they missed the -letter
Btb, another visitor, Charlie Ar- Christeneerry.•
tet
She has taken part1
.
in the the play, "Fly-Ftfty".
•
• in The-Ledger & nines by; corres'Our program for Commence nett }
Program
has participated in the following fallowing plass, "Eyes of Love"
am:iiirlence AK well ea personal
InAllti
Ise
ehorne
DOLLAR
in Murray,
-1
la. -The Purple --Kenneth "PiIiiier--U-the son of
setivities, preSident of Ilee F,
tact since I arrived, aLso from' the ment week, as was announced last
Atiaturciay night, May
Tantrum" '32.
12. the 14, vibe-president of
•
week, is:
- The cast of characters of the Friday and Saturday. Come and
Mr. and Mrs .A. E. Palmer. He was readers in other parts who
the Joliet
wanted
tiolliors present their play, -fifty- Society '34, member
a member of the judging team to know when the "Dexter News"
Sundae, evening. May 13, Bacca- senior play "A Bird in A Cage", get your share of the weak;ful
of the debit•
BUlar".
laureate sermon by Rev.' 0. W. which is coached by Buren Jef- values
ing '32, 33, WOO general scholarship • Geneva Brewer is the daughter which went to the State Fair '34. would appear again.Sunday night. May 13, the bacTaylor, editor of "The Baptist and frey, to be given Tuesday evening.
and second in '34. won second o:. Mr. and Mrs., S. T. Brewer. He won first place in general adMay 15, is as follows:
milaureate sermon will be delivered in. ektemoraneous speaking '33: has She is salutatorian of the senior
METHODIST CHURCH
The mdst exciting happening Reflector". Nashville, Tenn.
boys c
..1lay; the Rev. William Daugherty, been in- the followN ,plays. "Wild
lh4erus
chorus
was
anda mie
eed
inber
Madison Comstock, a business
chorts
'32,
tne
•
Monday evening, May 14, operetsince My return was the marvelous
tiass,.She is secretary
i t---e
-h '33. Was in the play, ”The Ghost
Relator of First Christian church, Ginger" '31. "The Purple Tantrum*"
man. Charlie Arnett.
Mother's Day will be observed at
ta, "Hearts and Blossoms".
Johet'Soc
escape
the
of
iety
was
member
a
'34,
Ernstberger filling
of Chimer". '34,
Mayfield. Mrs Comstock,,, his wile, Char- the Methodist Church with approp'32.."Eyes of Love" '33, -Drums of
Tuesday evening, May 15, senior lone Jordan.
station going up in flames when an
•
riate services at 11 A. M.
Tuesday night May 15, the Fury" '34, -The Ghost Chaser" the girls' giee ciuo apd 'united
play.
"A Bird in A Cage".
Revs Brewer is the daughter Of oil stove exploded last week. The
chorus '32-'33. a member, of the
Eva Comstock, his daughter, aThree baskets Of. flowers
'34, "Fifty-Fifty" '3t
juniors
present "Xere -co
will
Thursday evening, May 17, grad- Charlene Mayfield.
girls' quartet, a member of the Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Brewer. - _Sjae
Cala..
.psesentaid:,:amew -to,- thsaviden-_
}:site2e-wac
She- eweassa sleeting uation, exertisea,- speaker.- mat
'R.
' e-r-ragaeTias
"Veen
Pan
fol.
the
Neri
Comstock, his daughter- Mother preseja, lone to the
following
nWilidal night May 17. is comyoung- • ii -law. Clara K. Crawford.
lowing Plays, "Wild Ginger" '31, events; secretary of the Marquette room and the flames charred the Hurt
nallOcement night
Waylon Ray- of Mr.' and
est Mother present, and one
Woo*. Sh_e_a„ctioe.
Saturday
,
ppinea
evening,
May
walls
gooier
la
and
*ening
•
overhead
and
la. -- Member tif -the girls'
Comib
Jay
iTiRe
Wilda'
_
fL
"The -Gill- kfl- -The Fur Cott".
ffkJFILANIELE111411"-ae•--.
thillhughr-1114--114eY'- 1-t-----Lnes-ef---tove"- '33, glee taut/ and mixed chorus '32-14; half way down the *alb.
evsnin
Page.
-.
Parents will sit tit the pews with
The operetta. "Hearts and Biossenior class She has taken' part "Drums of Fury" '34, "Fifty-Fifty" is a member, of the girls' quartet entire building was saved by the
iiIbig* for these occapiptts_ will
Rutledge.. a young their children. Those plats:is who
She has been in the plays, "Drums heroic efforts of Ocus Pufekett, who ante", will Se- given Monday ev- ,Mrs. Hugh
In the following activities. member 34be- directed by Barber Edwards.
ening, May 14. The cast of char- society matron, Dorothy Sue Mc- have no children, will find seine
plunged
through
the
dense
smoke
FurY"
of
"Fifty-Fifty"
'34.
'34
rrin. Ardsth 'Canon
- the girls glee club and mixed
Neely.
child, or children whose parents
and turned out the burner. Part acters includes:
Clellon Sanders is the son of
that the roads under constriTato chorus '32, '33, won third
place in Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Sanders.
Mrs Horace Manning, who beMrs. Marton Rambeau, an older will not come and sit with them.
of
cream
the
tester
Howard
was
damaged.
Manley
is
He
the
son
of
are not closed to traffic and are English mechanics
'32. second place
society matron, Geneva Hunter_
The choir kinder the direction of
Miss Beulah
Mr. and Mrs F..11. Hanley
Ferguson, who lieves in dreams, Obena Erwin.
He
111#
,
1 .litood„ and that. in event of in '34. won first place in' discus spent his entire High school years
June, her romantic daughter,
was
Hortense Evans, engaged to Jay, Mrs G. T. Hicks- will have some
an
outstand
in‘ member of spent some months in Centralia,
_heavy rains adequate markers will non in IL She has
been in the
special` munc.
the ball team for three Years '31, Ill., with her brothers, Wilson and Clara K. Crawford.
Estilee Jones,
be. placed on needed detours.following plays, -The Purple yanMarie, her sister, even more ro'32, '33. He was a member of the Wilber and their families, arrived.
Roma Matthews, a model, leaAt the evening hour services
Canon invites the public to attend trum" '3Z, "Alley
Daffodil" 12,
last Wednesday to reside here mantic, Estilee Jones,
band in '31, '32.
bell Stephens.
will be called off on account of a
exercises.,
"Eyes of Love" '33. '"The Ghost
Mr. Matthew Brandon, the abwith her sisters, Mrs. Chas. DaughEunice Shoemaker, a society program at the college. The Chris•!
chaser" '34.
Dotty Lou Dulaney is the daugh- erty and Mrs. Horace Smith, for sent-minded man, Hewlett Cooper. flapper, Ruth Frances Turnbow, tian Association will render a reTelly Graves Bogen -1i pregh
Phillip
Brandon, his nephew,
Gregory Colgate, engaged to Eva, ligious- program and we will join
ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Dulaney. the summer. •
deat of ,the senior class as well as
Tempest Reuell is the daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Gream and Ural Story.
Covel Myers. -„
them at the evening hour.
Calloveay .Cirenii Court
She was a member of the Girls family
valedictorian. He is the son of of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Baznell. She
Jerry Higgins, poor but promisof Murray, are the guests
Rupert Rogers, a motion picture
Young People's meeting at 6:45
T. G. Swift. Gertie Tidwell,
Ms and Mrs. M. A. Rogers, a Ile_ has taken pail an
Glee Club and mixed chorus in of their parents. Mr. and Mrs ing, Charles Baugh.
the _fallowing.,
executive, Wendell Tidwell
will be held as usual.
-Jessie Tidwell, Claude Tidwell.
Mallndy, a young lady of color,
1.'..33; a 'member or the girls' Wm. - Gream an. Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton, a butler, Harold Smothwe. Lena smith Ileadist Swift:
- 0. A. Marms-P-a'ster
of
Kathryne Parks.
quartet and was in the following John Anders this week.
Emily Swift, Leon Cunningham,
Samson
Bonapart,
Master
Aaron
an
plays,
Puckett enter"Wild Ginger" '31. "Alley
ebony
Paris 'Swift, Diana Swift and
tained the younger social set with colorea bell boy, Harold SmotherDaffodil" '32, "Fifty-Fifty" '34.
Clinton Swift,
nap
Crawford Hanley is the son of a candy making Saturday night
THREE ATTRACTIVE GROUPS
. Plaintiffs.
Eileen, a summer visitor at the
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hanley, Murray at his borne. Games were enjoyed
....V.elnagnsent
"."(*ROLP 1-Suow Crepes,
hotel* Hilda CandelImberry.
while
Misers
pzoceechid
Route
2..
He
with
-the
vice-,pres
is
ident
of
H. C. -Swift, Glenn Harris. Calvert
Pedahne Fabrica SelectBettys emitter
visitor, Dorris
Harris. James Nolan Harris, Robert the senior class. He has partici- making of the delicious sweets.
ed trent war regular stock
-Jackson - • Mrs.
-Pat
Mithit
pated
left
in
the
Wedoes-following
activities,
Hartle
Connie
Dorthy
Boes
tiarris.
of better hate, and markvice-president F. F. A. '34, entered day for Detroansto jeln her _baisNell Harris,. Emnia Sue lini-ris.
ed does toin histor '34, debating 'at He has band who is employed there and
. Allen Keith Harris, and Jessie
appeared in the following plays, to visit her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Bruce Cunningham._ • _
Mr.„...,Marrnt
M20447-74....--.FWo-_13apsetti latigaLMeasta,
illy virtue of a judgment and erry" '33, "Eyes of Love" '33. MrsT Mathis is just recoveringfrom
illness of rheumatism.
Fury" -34, "Gh
, orderlealiale of the Calloway Cir- -Drums of
,GROUP 2-Pique. Straws
Mr. and Mrs Carlos Copeland
!eon Coallt rendered at the April Chaser" 14. "Fifty-Fifty" '34.
and Crepe. White and
and baby. Katie Nell. spent Sunday'
term thereof, 1934, in the above
colors.
All sues. BarCharles fide-11 Watson is the son with her aunt, Mrs. Anna Scott,
gain; forcause for .the purpose„of division
of property and costs herein ex- of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Watson, and son, Billie.
A bevy of Special Dollar Day Bargains will be
Mac Thomas Tarry and Misses,
pended. I shall iiii.;1sed to offer for Kirksey Route 2. He has spent
on display on special counters.
Anna
Lou
all
-Wilson
of
and
Isis
Emma
school days at Kirksey.
Lusale at the Court house door .in
•e
Murray. Kentuckg, to the highest He has participated in the follow- cas motored to Smithland Sunday
to
,
visit
Items
consist
Kr.
Tarry's wife who is
of MANTLE CLOCKS. ALARM
= ORM? 2--Rough atraws.
cicpes. Cart St-heels. and
bidder at public auction:on Mon- ing activities: member of the boys'
Medium Brims. Or better batsday.- the 28th day of May, 1934. 'at chorus and mixed chorus '33, ba.s- teaching in the schools there.
CLOCKS, DESK CLOCKS, WATCHES, SILVERMrs. Evans Jackson' and chilDon't Let
1 1 o'clock...ea- thereabout *same be- ketball team '33, '34, captain and
WARE,GLASSWARE, THERMOS BOTTLES, PLC.
ing c
- ounty court day), upon a outstanding center in '34; treasurer dren left at • Noon Sunday for
Old Fashioned
TURE FRAMES, FOUNTAIN PENS, HAND BAGS,
credit of stii months, the following of F. F. A. '34. He appeared In the Centralia to reside where her
Mountings
described property. being 'and ly- following plays:. "Alley Daffodil" husband was called back to work.
WATCH BANDS.
DATE You
ing In Calloway'County. Kentucky, -3,a,..„.-Eyes of Love" '33. "Fifty- The relatives and friends greatly
miss
these
Fifty"
'34;
good
was a member of the
People,
towit:
Mrs. Clynt Lancaster motored to
Smart, New
Tract ' No. I: Tract of weighty band '31, '32.
Murray
Monday
as; 180) -acres more or less in the
afternoon to entr•
young folks with a
Southwest and Berth' West 4:flier- - Verda Nell Dunn is the daugh- thin
Those enjoying
elm. of Section 13. T. 3, R. a East ter • of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Dunn, theatre party.
same being one hundred.. twenty - Benton Route 3. She has been an the matinee- were Miss Anna Dorseven and one-half '127'-2 r poles outstanding student throughout her ris Lancaster, Miss Martha Lee
.North and South and about- one high- school work. She has par- Skaggs, Miss Marina Skaggs. Miss
the following activities: Maxine Lancaster: Donald Skaggs,
hundred four and two-thirds (104 ticipated
On the Square
2,3) poles -East and West, the Girls Glee Club and mixed chorus Dallas Lancaster, Mr. Chas.- DaughOver LEE a Ewan-8
1 twenty-seven and one-half (271,e) '31, '32. '33. won second in biology erty and Mrs. Clynt Lancaster.
Eugene
Tarry of
Murray is
and appeared in the fol; pities being in the N. W. Qr. of
staid Section 'Nearer eight-three lowing plays: "Alley Daffodil" '32. several days with his brotber,
Mac
Thomas
Tarry, and working
(113) acres arid sixty-five ;65) "Drums et Fury" '34. "Fifty-Fifty"
on .the farm.
1 potent as shown la-y deed recorded 14.
Mrs. Ruby Jackson of Route I.
- in deed book "R'' Page 1,91 in the
spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
1 office of the Clerk of the Calloway
Clifton- Cavitt.
; County Court
Now readers, don't expect ;the
Tract No. - II: Tract of'eighty-six
"Dexter Letter" each week for no
; and one-half (8610)-- 2-Vres more or
Having surprised the home folks telling how
long I will be in town.
' less'in the South East Qr.. of Sec- and town .
friends by slipping in
-Mrs. E. C.
tion 14, T. 3 East, and in the:South upon them,
after a lengthy stay
East Corner . of said Quarter, being in differeht;
sections of Indiana,
DOLLAR
We are going to do our part to make this a reel
DAYS in
Murray,
. North and South one ' hundred Illinois
and Kentucky. I will Friday and Saturday.
gala event for the thrifty shoppers of Calloway
Come and
: thirty-nine 11.39) poles and Fast spring
another one by giving the get your share
of the wonderful
county. We have selected a number of Special
,and West one hundred ' five 1(105) ardent readers
of "Dexter Let- values.
1 pines, 'dearer ninety-three and
DOLLAR DAY offerings.
* one-third '93
=93 1-3; acres. - as shown
I b/ deed recorded in deed book No.
1 S. Page_ .3.2" in the office of the
; Clerk of --the Calloway County
2 Court
.
-Tract No. III: Tract of sixteen
_and _411e-asalf_nletwi sere= szions_or
less in the South West Quarter of
Sec. 13, T. 3, R. 3 East. being just
South of the" first above described
tract, being 'East and West and
bounded
as follows-fifty-three
and two-thirds ,53 2-3) pole* East
and 'ty_est and forty-nih
.e and -onethird. (49 141 Poles.. North and
South and-- same is more aecurate!, described in deed' book
.-....
- "Tract affie -iVi Consisting of three
tea -one-hilt i 3'). acres more or
less. and being South of tract No.
3, and in the S. W. Qr. of Sec. 13.
T. 3, R. 3 East being North and
} South eleven and two-third (11
1 2-3) poles. and East and West about
fifty-three '53) poles, mere or
•
len being particularly described
in deed book-ia Page 155.
`Tract No. 17 Consisting of four
;4; arras more or less, and: described as -follow!. -te,--i.rit:-- - tour
, ASH ULF'ARTMENT STORES,
ole acres in the North Zest corner of the North Ea.st- Quarter of
Sec. 23. T. 3. R 3 East, anti being
_forty AIM poles • ERA anti West
In French Silks; extra lengths, $1.39 values
and, sixteen 4 16) poles Nerth and
,
Dollar Days only $1
Seuth. and Immo_ nag.t...--.M....1... ii,
4.1
scribed in deed book 25 pase 628
in the office. of the- Clerk of the
,calldwayi Court
;Tract No. VI: Described as folNew styles, many shapes to choose from.
lows to wit:- thirteen 113, acres
Dollar Day Special
• •
out id the North West tartr -t40)
acres of Use North East -Qttarter
of Sec. 14. T. 3, R. 3 East, and be"SPOT CASH" in the world's largest
markets enable this stupend
ous
ing about fifty-four '54i poles
sale of Summer Merchandise!.
In Pin Check and khaki cloth. Regular
East and West' and being about
79c values, 2 for
thirty-three and one-third ;33 1-3.
pr•les North and South, sod more

ho's

ho in the Kirksey Senior Class

Lypn GrovA High

F.

eg_itr

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

SUPERB VALUES IN HATS

$1.00 -

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY ONLY

$1.00

$1.00 Off

MRS. MYRTIS WALKER
At Duke's Store

SPECTACLES
Cost Little

1

Bargain Days

Dr. T. R. Palmer

Special Allowance for Old Watch on
New One

H.B. BAILEY
THE JEWELER

Dexter News

1

FRIDAY‘ AND SATURDAY

HOSIERY

PAY Your Privilege and
Atitoniobile

TWO DAYS ONLY-Regular 98c valaseeiTpute thread -silki-Jull-fashioned-,-:all
sizes-7
_ Pairs for $1.00

tun

2
LADIES'. HATS

PENALTIES ARE GOING ON!

Before June 15 your taxes will be the
same as last year.
After-lithe I-4 a 10 per cent penalty
will be added.
After July 15 an additional 5 per cent
will be added.
After August 14 5 per cent Wilt be
added.
•
After September 14 WARRANTS
will be issued, arrests made, arid FINES
assessed.

in the newest styles and shapes, in I./bites
and blacks and many otker colors.,
Regular $1.50 Values for $1.00

CANNON TOWELS

Extra large sizes with colored borders,
regular 25c values --

6 for $1.00
PRINCESS SLIPS

THIS SCHEDULE WILL BE RIGIDLY_
FOLLOWED!

-

MEN'S STRAW HATS

By order of the City Council.

•

MEWS ATHLETIC-UNDERWEAR--- --.4te141""eserrbed-m-"ce`d
"page 327 in the office of
in sizes 36 to 44.
Dollar Day Special.
SHOP WITH

Murray Mercantile Co.
Now Robert T. Nichols

IllikW.
. J
.t ••••••

,-- Ii

eat of

the
the Calloway__ county

Vet thc -purchase prieesthe our,ser must execute bond with.
;proved eestritien bearing Weal
(-lest from the day of sale unpatd.- and bleing the'force and
feet of e--jutignsent.-. - Bidders
;•i- be prepared to eomply c;rom.-1 with thAe terms.--George S.
Master Commissioner.

The City Council has ordered the eaforcing...3f the'city PARKING LAWS.
Drivers MUST park--within the painted
tintis and spot indicators.
REMEMIWR YOU WILL BE EMf3AaA$SED IF YOU-,VIOLATE
THE PARKING-I-AAILSA-2-

. • 4.•-•:

....

I re

Announces:--

TRAINLOAD 0- iilidEg.•
•

A SALE THAT SHRIEKS VALUES!

J. F.-HAYS
'Chief of Police

•
BOYS' SUMMER- PANTS

FOUR FOR

LEAMAN BR

FOUR-PAGE CIRC
.ULAR IN THE MAIL
;.
To Encourage Early Buyers
5-Piece Crystal Glass Table Sets"

FREE!

'FREE! i

This beautiful 5-piece, etched process
design set consists
et one platter,
one sugar, ?vie creamer, one salt and one
proper; in handsome
design,
either greet or crystal. This wonderf
ul $1.00 at is
FREE to every
customer making a purchase of $5.00 or
more.
ONE SET PER CUSTO
MER

-re ,iorsesrut.,--:-.."
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esyw-"..111111111.8seepostou.
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direction at
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air services
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our.
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ple and -white iris, spires. and Miss Margar
et Lewis, Miss Sue
sprawl; of yellow roses. The dining Wyman, and Miss
Etna Marshall,
room table was a thing of beauty directed
by
Miss
Gwendolyn
with its lace cloth and three piece Haynes sang
several selections." '
table decoration of the new white
During the business hour the
ware, now so popular, and white nominating commit
tee made up of
tapers which were lighted while Miss Margaret
Campbell. Mrs. F.
the guests were being served.
' D. Mellen and Mrs. Hugh Mehagin
A very beautiful musical pro- presented the follow
ing slate of
gram was given by Mrs. 'G. T. officers for 1934-35
Ooey for this page should be a
and it was
Hicks, who gave two lovely old unanimously accepte
d:
afternoon
Scotch airs: Mrs. Garnett Jones,
President. Mrs. Joe Lovett.
Mr. And Mrs. Woodrow Rickma
vocal solo,- and Mrs. Roy Farmer
Vice-president. Mrs. Wade Craws
n
_uner.
ead--'et •the• neon at the Vitriol
„.
lienerect-With Shovi er
played fOrd.hour which was enjoyed by all throug
hout the afternoon.
Secretary, Mrs. Bob Doran_
•
On Friday, May 4, relatives and present. '• •
Treasosev, Mrs. Henry
Mrs. E._ B._ Houston -talked eft
_ __A -string --bend - enterta
ined
the
trio ndslabegerl_ at the liume .of
*ethyl ing- -during The afternoOn how - -40-inlariw-clese.nteniberishin ..-.4.8Vetf _refresh:poi-Its were served
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Dunn to honor and all left
and called on other speakers. One by Mrs. Zelna Carter, Mrs. Geo.
wishing Mr. Crouch
Mt. and Mrs.• Woodrow Rickman many more
wife said'she. got her husband to Upchurch, Mrs.. Glin Jeffrey, Mrs.
happy birthdays.
with a beautifull- shower. Many
attend Sunday school by leaving John Whitnell, and Mrs. Jack
Those present were:
sues an useful gifts were reeeived.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Crouch, him at home to wash the break- Kennedy.
fast, dishes when she started to
After the gifts were shown de- Lynn Gress
r. and Mrs. Luther
Sunday school. He decided to at- Mrs. E. .1. Beale Entertains
votional was conducted by Bro. Perks,
n
Grove; Fleetwood
-tend Suntley school also. rather
Her Bridge Club.
‘MITler__itifuE_Rra.,_ ;Baker__ _Refresh--end family, Lynn,Orove;
than do the householeFtasks.
ments were then served by the Mr. end Mrs.
Gorden Crouch, Lynn
Mrs. E. J. Beak was 'host to
Mrs. Stubblefield gave a humorhoeless.- Mrs.. C. B. _ Smith, of Grove; . Will
Crouch, Lynn Grove;
her bridge club Friday afterneon.
s, Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Crouch, rynn ous, kindly and hospitable talk
After the game, a delicious plate
0 Those present were:
Grove; Mr. Aden Crouch- and fam- which made the guests feel at ease. was served.
Mrs. Stubblefield is the real spirit
-Bro. and Mrs, W. A. Baker Of ily el Mayfield; Billie
Crouch and
Members and visitors present
of hospitality and one of the city's
Hazel. Bro. and Mrs. Hobert Miller family of
Lynn Groy
- e; Dixon
were:
most delightful hosts.
of vpuryear. Bro. and Mrs. C. B.•-Creueit rind family.
Herbert Crouch
Mrs. Will Fulton _stLihvenaboro.
Mrs. Stubblefield. asssited by
- Smith of Paris. Mr. and Mrs. Edd and family of
Coldwater; Mr. and
Ky.. Mrs Nat Ryan. Jr., Miss MargRickman
and
children, Irene, Mrs. Fremon Jones, Mrs. 011ie Misses Mary Vasipley and Mazy
Virginia Diuguici saved the fifty aret-Silently, Mrs. Marvin Whitnell,
Myrtle, Dorothy and James:. Mr. Brandon and
sons, Sedalia.
guests with a lovely Ice course.- Mrs. Karl Frazee, Mrs. F., S. Diuand Mrs. 'Hubert Orr, Mrs. penie
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Butterworth,
guid, Jr.. Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs.
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings.
Orr and daughter. Chetlie Mae; Walter Cook, Cecil
Bazzell, 'rob
Wilbert-Outland. Mrs. Jack SherMrs. Ray Kelso, Mrs. Rob Lewis, Turner. Joe Cochra
n. Mr. and
borough, Mrs. Jack, Farmer, Mrs,
Mrs. - Henry Cathcart. Mrs. Obie Mrs. Connie Mills and
Holmes I- Ellis, Murray, son of
son. Mr. and
Harry Sledd, Mrs. Clifford Melugin.
Waldrop. Mrs., Burie Waldrop and Mrs. Lynn Lawson
•
and family, Leslie Ellis. has been pledged to
• • • ;„.
dauglates.-_Lpdta -Gray, Mrs. Ber- Mr. and Mrs. Wanly
the
Block
and
Bridle
club
of the Murray Women- To Be
Hale and fam'4.
tha' Waldl'op and•daughter, Willo- ily, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Colleg
e
of
Agricul
ture.
University
Manning and
Guest Of-Mrs, Keeton
dean. Mrs. Lee Carraway and chil- family, Mr. and
of
Kentuc
ky.
The
club
is an orMrs. Boyd Carter
dren..Frances and Nell, Mrs. John and family, Mr.
Mrs. Routon of Paris, ',Tenn.:will
Jess Hale and son, genization of students doing cmtCathcart,and children, Wilma fal- Mr. and Mrs. Carl
standi
ng
work
in the field of entertain
a
group of Mursay
Hendricks and
cate. Pear and Ann. .
daughter, Orvis Hendricks, Mr. animal husbandry. Pledging took women in her garden Friday afterMrs. Dewey Cooper Snsi'daugh- and Mrs. Will Kirkla
place
at the annual college ban- noon at 3:30 o'clock.
nd, Mr. and
ter. Brentg-Mrs. Adolphus Webb Mrs. Joe Cochra
• • • •
qiintodisseEllis is a third-year stu• n, Mr. and
.
,
and daughter'', Annette; Mrs. Minnie Irwin Forrest and
dent
at the college.
. Mrs. J. W. Carr. and Mrs. W. H.
daughter.
Webb. Mrs. Buck Dunn, Mrs. Lela Effie Christenberr
Mason are in Louisville attending
y and daughMiller, Clovis Orr, Exie Orr, Lot- ter. Mrs. Myrtis
the'• State Woman's Club ConBird andson, Mr. Jessie Katherine Miller
tie Orr. Hazel Wicker. Lockie Far- and Mrs. Orfie/d
vention. They will be. included
Honored
Byrd and daughris, ilealallParris, Cache Bee Phil- ter.
in several dinners for the
- execuLast Thursday afternoon. May 3. tive committee and
lips. Lexie Lee 'Minas, Mr and
Mr. and Mrs, -Walter Perry and
club presidents.
the
Mrs. H. H. Dunn and son. Holmes: family.
little
friends
of
Jessie
KatheRobert Jones, Sedalia;
rine Miller met at the home of
Mrs. Bettie Wicker and Mr. and Master Elmo Shupe,
Reception To Be Given For
Sedalia; Riley
her
Mrs. Woodrow ltiekmen.
uncle.
Mr.
.1.
H. Miller. and
Carter. -Marguerite Ethridge,- E.
Dr. A. E. Morgan
Mrs.
Those who sent gifts were:
Miller,
and celebrated her
Carter,
C Hughes. William
ninth birthday. Many nice sifts
Mr. and Mrs. Cullie Nesbitt, Mr. Smith. Fred Butter
Following the address of Dr.. A.
worth. Dwight
were received whieh were highly E. Morgan in the college
Homer Farris, Mrs. Motile Key. Christenberry,
Devoe Bridges.
audiappreciated by the honoree.
Mrs, Marium Taylor, Mrs. Marvin Virgel Bridges,
torium Tuesday evening. May 16,
Criff Gupton, Bob
Page. Mrs. Edd Marton. Miss Hattie Gupton, Arby Darnell
Games were played on the lawn a reception will be given in
the
. Clara Nell
and contests were given which lobby of the boy's dormit
Lee Lassiter, Mrs. Gat Phillips, Johnson. Eula
ory in his
Johnson. Mr. and
were enjoyed by all present. At honor. The public is invited
Mr.'and Mrs. Frank Paschall, Torn Mrs. Luck Lawso
.
n and . grandfive o'clock they were led into
• •
Nesbitt, Miss Ha Nell Nesbitt, Mrs. daughter. Peg
• •
the
Bazzell, Carolyn
dining room where delicious
Olive Nesbitt, Mrs. Charles Orr. Rogers, Lynn
Traini
ng
School
To
reGrove.
freshments
Mrs. Tom Stader. Mr. and Mrs.
Observe May Day
were
served.
• • •- • •
The
hostess was assisted in serving by
Edger Nesbitt, ef Detroit. and Mrs.
Mrs. Verson Stubblefield. Sr.,
.May Day.will be observed at the
Miss Velma Love Orr. , ,
„Lela Wilson of Mayfield.
• Traini
Entertains Chetty Stokes Class
ng School May 25. A grand
Those present were:
Jane Ruth Robertson, Dorothy March. dances and .the May Queen
Mr. Meek Crouch Celebrateir
The Chetty Stokes Sunday School
and, her court will be features of
class of the Methodist church was and Harold Ethridge. Ruth Taylor,
Seventh-Fourth Birthday
the performance.
Lovely plans
•
entertained Friday afternoon by Joe Neale Orr. Gwendolyn Daily,
are being made.
dri Sunday, May 6, children and the class, preside
nt, Mrs.. Vernon Jessie Katherine Miller and Velma
•
•
•
•
•
friends of Mr. and
Love Orr_
_
Mrs. /deck Btabblefierid, Sr.
John-T. filousiOn-gois-ered
Crouch gathered to celebrate Mr.
The guests left
The newly decorated home was
wishing ,the
On Birthday
Crouch',74th birthday. A bountiful' lovely with
its profusion of pur- honoree many more happy birthdays.
Those present at a birthday dinner given John T. Housfon on his
B.
&
P.
W.'s
Club
•
76 birthday, Sunday. May 6, were:
Elects Officers
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Houston, Dr.
The Business and Professional and Mrs. K B. Houston, Mrs. Hugh.
Woman's. Club announces the fol- Houston. Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Houston. Martha Lou and John
lowing officers for 1934-36:
Morris liouston. Mr. and Mrs.
President. Mrs. Cleo Hester.
J.
Vice-president. Mrs. Calista But- H. Yarbrrough, Annie Nell, Charlotte and Charles T. Yarbro
terworth.
ugh.
J. D. Houston. Suet. Zane and
Corresponding
John
Secretary
and D.. Housto
n, Jr.. Mr. end Mrs. E
Treasurer. - Miss Erie
Recording Secretary,- Mrs. Sam H. Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. Edward ThouThson, Hux
Robinson.
Thornpsoia.
- •
Mr. 'and Mn!. Thannie Parker
,
, Mr.
•
-• •
and Mrs. Terry Pogue. Mr.
and
Mother's Club Has Last'ideeting
Mrs. Newell JohnsonS Emily
and
Of The Year
John Edd Johrison, Mary
Ellen,
The Training School. Mother's Landis and Gracie Pearl- Pogue,
LinsmOingn '13Lhfary___51/ao- Farmer
ends _mot. fr-idiky
:
-Juanita Outland. 4.34,
first grade room.
Senn and
The first grade children gave an Bob K. Bart.
interesting demonstration of their
regular work. Two splendid talks Sunday School Class
To Meet
were given by Mrs. Adkins and
7
Mrs. Zelna Carter-an "Caring for
The Reubie Wear Sunday School
the Sick Child" and "What the
class of the First Christian
church
Mother Can do For the Con'va- will
meet -Friday evening with
lescent Child".
-Mrs, L. D. Williams and
Mrs.
The girls quartet of the college
Myrtis Walker as 'aost at. the
home
composed of Miss Martha Gregory, dr
the former
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A Gift From GUTHRIE'S Will
be Long Remembered by Mothe
r

TOOLERATOR"
-PROVE THAT:

77.77.-7.777.7
.V7
.
7
1771•
•.•••
'
**
.. and those shopping for Graduati
on Gifts wir find ever)
thing in readiness for the even
t at

. UT
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY

and careful shoppers are making thei
r choice now while
selections are at their best . . .

Graduation Frocks

. Just Rs Swett itnd Dainty.
/1I One Could Want

$875 to $1075
Crisp Mousaline De Soie . . embroideried Organdie, candy stripe Organdies, plaid nets,
dotted_ Swisses, with capelets, ruchings, colorful
sashes, ruffles and flounces. Colors are in White
,
Pink, Blue, and Green in solids and white with
colorful plaids, dots and stripes.

HATS

Keeps food safely fresh__-

$1.00

on ice

Makes food taste better
Maintains a

healthful, constant low tamaparatu
ra,
regardless of the amount of
ice in it.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
$5.00 Down and Terms
Unexcelled

in economy, performance

durability

615goWarlilice.
TRY ONg Ail-D BE
CONVINCED
Now

on

Display at

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
AND ICE COMPANY

o
,
M. L

One Raek
WASH DRESSES
or
$1.00

WHITNELL,

Manager

Were -$1.95
Values

_ Values to 98c

2 Boxes FACE POWDER

PURSES
2 for
$1.00

$1-m
49c Bath Powder
FREE
All 98c values

ewest Summer
BAGS
/SP°

. NEW SILK DRESSES
$2-98 $3.98
up to $1630

•
_
-0484
111114.0iP
lippi

Chiffon and
Tiny Beads-.
Combine to Make ,the
Prettiest Evening
Bag:!- -

$2.95
SOft pastel. colors . . in the
cleverest little shapes; with
white or pastel linings.
Colors: Pink, White, Blee,
Yellow, Black and Green.

Initiald
White Bags

$1.00Copies .a f higher priced
bags in Fabricord, attractive styles.' 2 paste-on
Initials' included at this
once.

Could anything be more conducive to flattery than
a huge Crepe Cartwheel like this one? That fascinating flower trim is new and utterly differtn

$3.95

Wood Bead
Bags

Gloves
$1.75 and $1.98

Chiffon Dance
Handkerchiefs

'Linen

$1 98
rust the bag, for the sport
o9tume, offered in zipper
,yles in red dnd White.

Linen and Pique
Slip Cover Bags

,uch very attractive styles,
the covers are removble and washable. In such
range of colors that they
an be had to match any
JoAnne.

$1

Real large size, of the soft
eat chiffon In Deft pastel
shades with hand painte •
desioms in the corners
trimmed with dainty jars
assorted colors.

Sansheen
Gloves
$1.75

'CAROLYN'
UNDIES

.With Organdy flared
cuffs.

v
heart - - it's the gif!

ifid

:ostume Jewelry
in "Shades of
the Orient"

tr

starchecrlace" tximmed- or fancy hemstitche
cuff, Plain tailored design, fineky finished andd I
perfect fitting.

The style - the gualit‘
of this fine lingerie dethats always welcome.

50c and $1
..3racelebt and Rings, Pin
lips and Earrings In soft
,astel shades, beautiful de.
_urns.
Tiaras, i n white
tones and gold and silver.
witted styles $1 to $2.95

Carolyn Dance Sets, $2.25. and"$2.98

Silk Net
Gloves
$1.25

Of pure dye crepe or satin-alencon type with
applique lace
trim. Lace uplift brassieres, net lined. Colors,
Tea Rose,
--Flesh and White. Sizes 32, 84 end 36.

Carolyn Chemise, $2.25 to.43.98

Pure dye crepe or satin-V, top of corded
applique lace
narrow lace or lace motif trim at bottom
. Some have fitted
hrassiere tops. Colo,
Colors, Blue,•Tea Rose and Coraline.
Size.
12 to 40.

Sheer Silk Net with
Crisp Organdy cuffs.

Caro
- lyn Junior Slips, $3.50

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ONE LOT

Ice is the best refrigerant

Saves one-third

Dollar Day Specials!:

Mother's Day May 13

----wirwqrrrim7r-mnr.r7.r.r.
-

Let The New

Davis Dress Shoppe

10, 1934.

For the small miss or woman, pure dye crepe,
shallow
lace yoke effect. 48 inches long, special 20-inch
panel tha,
is straight across from seam to seam. Lace bottom
. •Sizes
12, 14 and 18. Colors, Tea Rose and White.

Carolyn Pajamas, $4.50 to $5.98
7-price style' pure dye crepe, square or V.n.e
d capelc'
ileeves. Trimmed with French val lace. alenents
type lace,
let shirring or hemstitching. Colors, Tea Rowe
and- Blue.
size, 15, 16 and 17.

Toiletries Make Suitable Gifts

tAMHE FLAPJACK COMPACTs
With colorful „sririoed effects In black green.
Vs....Yr-ft* -Powder. ROWIrP and red and black
Ulm:Ha -. • .
.,. 50e
V•she Wooden commerta-Wtth Powder
and Rouge
• -51.tc
MONDAINK, DOMPA4Tt4
Of pure dye silk and satin. Capelet or
set puff sleeves, em'Of NAVUlty Straw 5th Rouge and
14pose
pire waist with shirred front. Corded
St
Of fancy enamel with Rouge, Lip Paste Powder '
lace applique trim.
and Loot.. Powder .• • • S.1
net and'lace flounce hem. Some are fitted
MOND.iINE VASITI1114
styles
ire semi-fitted with sashes. Colors, Tea Rose, and others
In whit*, gold or silver
White and
with, powder- antr rolik.. card or
cigarette compartment and with silk
Blue. Sizes IS, 16 and 17.
cord 'handle
Ce•yietx MANICURE PETS
/„, 0A•sliorted
.styles •
$0e
"1
CLUB 141,T5
atpper leather case.
red- and tan
sa,so
CiJ.AZO MANICURE NETS
-hi' neat great folding case
$1
soa
Thamaii=ents are made of the flu
•
•FACE row PER AND rwari sit: .ET.
,
Itt attractive gift package, atutorted odor*
6
0 Ray" Rayon that looks
-EV•liSiENt• 144
11A311 ~wan* 55 v•
• .9
.•
new,.., igis
vemInkpm:.re
iw.t
Pe
yllivitii„
. th
vd
erYwodrianinnh
unall 'ihi
p.
-EVE:CMG 'IV .r.varie‘' Face . roader Perfume
•' Lies trimmed Gowns in Blush and Blue.
And
Lin
attests -Pi attract ice
ackage
p
......... ' ,
•
Two piece Pajamas with the popular
.
.>
TREJUR II \TR • Si r• %Nu,
‘1.
%mien Blodse effect.
In attractive gift package,-hos
.
First Floor.
oassaaav ASP PT. DENIM DI
PoD 1,1u,
'
Bath in very aispastive packages. each
.
Ifni LET WATKR

Carolyn Gowfis;$3.98 to $4.98

"Lorraine" Gowns
and Pajansas---I
•
$1.98 each

Crepe Slips, $1.98

1

A straight cut fitted slip, lace frost,
full length and with
adjustable SPIIPI'm
Tea Rose and White. That ylitos„

irn
tIrn
j•
iM
4G;a
s r,drnita
a ""
odoill
r
ttEPI E‘to,
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De.,.httilard bte;y. former Murray Tenn.
Attorney Joe Lanni/ter was in tut opportunity to all
College student and recent gradages for Bible
The "'Smell stin lof Mr. and Mrs Hickman
tee end sister.
on legit business Wed- study, DO H. M. MeElrat
uate of the Tennessee School of W. L. Cook, of
h, superMay Gedli blessings rest On you
Model. Tenn-. .is nesday.
intenden
t.
Medicine. Memphis visaed Dr. A. quite ill at 'tie 'keys
is our prayer.-C. F. Roger,,
-Houston HoeW.
SW111111.
S.
C.
I..
Mr.
alarbia
liel.
Morning worship at 11 A. M.,
F. Russell. Wednessi.iy
pital with measles and pneumonie. Harry
ItIld.ldrabli414-1/attiSledd and Jere T..
trumr
4/e-the pastor-hltft. i We hive two ears of feet/Veer
Mrs. Wade Dania and
-bodes in tobacco- plant
tended the meeting of the Lover lege re Mothers
IF Len the trades today. We c
."
till daughter' are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Those. who are worrying
beds; can be controlled by dusting
Tennessee Valley AssociatiOn did*. The B. Y.
about
your
orders-come
P. U.'s meet at 8:45
on. • tee A. H. Waldrop and othet relatives
tort Thesday afternoon at M. P. M., R. W.
the K. E. A. getting into phities
ritteds
with
mixture
arsenat
parts
a
of
of
the
5
Mayo
RochesBrothera
Clinic.
,
Churchil
.
l,
superin
I here.
If you hate %Winn' of wham
field.
ter. Minnesota, last Thuraglay aftertendent. (Note endings).
Roe Overbey has taken Aver the
ate of lead to one part of Paris should remember that teasers by
aeur are not aminuned, -please
John. Neat Fhirdom. son of ,Mr.
Cchie S.$*ableto
noon, ,He is recovering nitele,and Gulf Gasolines and Oils at the and
Evening Worship at 946 (Note
report them lot this column.
Mrs. Wells Purdons is At the the Keys-Newto
green.
says OW College th ,agricul- a short-sighted government almost
n Hospital Sun- change), preaching by the
will be'able to return to his.office Beak Moe,. GA heat and invites,
pester ture, University of Kentucky, This got the teachers into the
Mason Hospttal receiving treat- day for his kerne
poor
in Mayfield.
in Omaha within a low days.
on "The Devil's Arguments
his friends to call on him.
rnent for pneumonia and measles
for Is known as the "1 in 8" mixttire. house.
large number of Callopiy
Senator
Turner, accompa- Keeping
Seier our housefly's and Martha
Mrs. Alma Steel e as a patient - tdrs. Alice McReynolds, of Lynn
Sinners 'Away. from
the
cleat
the
bed
-at
the
Apply
to
nied by Senator Robt. Humphreys, 'Christ"
Woodihen of the World at- Washington Mother's •Day Candies, at the Keys-tiuust.oa ilosnitahlerte,C
eehee... snaked Mr. and
nrish of half of .a .pound to 100 ._..B914
Work Mayfield. mid T. H.
4A11. PATO _AK _Murray.
tE.X(In maul. to e,. -^esen•hiehheisai-- '• -hdtessist-othenselemismostassitste---near---Mt
Stokes.
-hest:tease the -diteilleteettee•-•
-.
-- -square raids. On tiewfy- set 'plants Friday and Saturday.
-.
ay
rei
frankfi
ut
Wel
Come and
to attend
mid good. A beautiful Itite arm.
The Woman's Missionary Society
s
•
Sunday.
was held in Mayfield last
in the field, use 4 to 6 pounds an get your share of the
,
the special session
Mother's Day Cards, too. Wear's
meets at 2:30 P. M., Mrs. W.
wonderfelfrp,
Chappel • Wells. of Los Angel
141
Mr
T. acre. Apply to the underside of values.
and Mrs. Charlie Cagle. of
day night. A large class of
The
new
daughte
r of Mr. and Sledd, Sr.. president
Drag Storethe leaves .= the field and tu the
thrbert---laahlromW_Ineirtherhaveih_innuttatie-__Mr._enei-Mtn -C,fsherheruusts_ V. C. Weill _Itua - Week-f- Pinh•Alals
10/441nsaitay
topside In the bed.
lagt • Sunday.
La.,
hate
been named Angell Sue.
Prayer
Meeting
Hurt. Murray. is president of the and daughters spent the week end leak :his volleyball team, Pacific
at
7:45, followed
Charley lialehafitaett .diStributore
by Teachers Meeting at &*
ict Log Rollers''Aeiraglettiegs. ii MotruPolls. nitwit a.s gueste
charnpieus have _ been on. aheZadhieeti a painful-injury- to
J.
DOELAK DAYS ha Murray,
John R. Dewbreig,
urmaa in _charge of prayer Friday
weeks leur..phiithing at Tucson. •left foot tart week when
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Heath
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hhhitilhead_ maze
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get your share of the wonderful
Willie
Regular
Graham
Among those attendiag the Derby
were visitors in Knoxville. where they saen !chain'
services the tollosVing values.
Have
year
winner-- garsneptis
Pbeluessh -Monday
. in Louisville Sathrdler:- _hplabze in She national loom:mien(
--The -following were admitted to Sunday (May 20) With Dr. W. At
teemed for stating
moth
proof
Wood
Terry Ray had an operation for
in the pulpit
• v. Mrs. John Charitom-OthemiFOR SALE-Ponta Rosa and suet proof cedar bags.
Model the Mason Memorial Hospital this
A cordial invitation is
Greve. was discharged treilt-the the removal of his tonsils at the Break-o-Day Tomato slips. 50c per Cleaners.
week:
extended
Keys-Houston Hospital this week. lunalreel or 10 cents per dos. See
Keys-Houston Hospital Fridhy..'
G. S. Smith, Puryear: Mrs J. C. to all to hCorae. Worship, and'
The
small
sow
or
ate
and- MTS.
Pray'.
Protect your winter gannenal
We wish to thank all of our
Dr. Rainey T. Wells undersient a
L. Beak at North Seventh
UP TO SI!
Fred Humphrey% Hazel RoUte 1. Tirogmorton, Paris; Mrs. NoLin
neighbors, friends, Drs. Jones and
successful ,operation for hemor- with dust proof and iiiolth proof Street. Also hot and sweet pepper
3. E. Skinner, Pastor
underwe
nt an operation at the Mahan, Murray;
Miss
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,
all
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they
for
nurse
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AND MORE A MONTH
Keys-Houston Hospital Friday. - Brawner, Murray; Mrs. H. Davis,
did for us in the _sickness and
Mrs. Clifton Parker. Mrs._ hhhhhh• -Mr. N. B. Barnett spent the week
Carney Hendon and George Wil- Camden; E. J. Hicks, Mayfield:
death
Retie.
God
bless
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dear
tire hprker -and Miss Gertrude end with his sister,- Mrs, Nannie
liaMS attended the Derby last Mrs. W. Scott, Murray; W. D.
you all for the sympathy you
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Joe Whitnelt, local represents- C. Duke and Mrs: h. D. Houston
A marriage 'license was issued ray; Mrs. T. M. Cahrington, Paris; season in Murray. The
Veterinary-Physician
Murray
live of the Equitable Assurence motored to Ptducah leet„Thursday.
Monday to Albert Mitchell. 22. B. A. Todd. Sharon, Tenn.; Mrs. High
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SPECIALS for Friday the 11th and
Saturday the- 12th

I Luxury
1
RATION

saving

.pr..p.isck.

V.

sucking Springs

Obituary

$2.50 to.$5.00

me and sec
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•
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rks an epoch
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rge is in use
Lefrigeration
or YOU;..

Government Positions

•

Pay High Salaries!
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fTLE AS

We offer thorough courses in all branches of CIVIL SERVICE.

BEN FRANKLIN STORE

Sailors and Soft Hats
in the season's newest
styles.

INDIVIDUAL ADVANCEMENT,

a down

$1.00 to $3.00

SUMMER SCHOOL OPENS
JUNE 4,1934

010 CO.
e

Write name and address and mail this ad
for complete information

Wool

SLEEVELESS
SWEATERS

bier's Business College.

A popular garmea thiszi
season. White, blue
Tan.

Claude C. Toler, LL. B., Pres.
Paris, Tenn.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.

MAKE THE SUPER-SERVICE STATION YOUR
— HEADQUARTERS

HAZEL NEWS

DOLLAR DAY
S1.39 White Princess Slips

•

$1.00

$1.00
$1.25 House Frocks
$1.00
$6.95 Silk Dress,new and beautiful
. $1.00 off-- $1.25-four piece Vanity Sets
$1.00
— Any Printzess Coat in the house up to $27.50,
in this sale
$13.75

19
ch
2
ch

NY

Bookkeeping
Shorthand
Typewriting

-

LADIES' READY TO WEAR

as

—

Beautiful Showing of

SUITS
Hyde Park sad ether well
known brands, both singl
e
and double breast. Oa
tirey,
Banker's Grey.

Your crankcase oil should be changed.
You need 'heavier transmission oil.
_

•

$15mto $25m

And replace those old tires with FIRE
STONES.

Write us for
particulars

Have your

old

car SIMONIZED and VACUUM CLEANE
D.

Super -Service Station

OWN &
%MN

of JACKSON PURcHASE OIL COMPAN
Y

HOWARD

D. HAPPY
Manager —

Amiammlw.now

$1 and

the

Now is the time Kget your car ready for
summer driving.

MAYFIELD
BUSINESS
COLLEGE

DUKE'S

at

of
DRESS SHIRTS

DRTVEIWANDiturrnnr)W YOU WH
AT OUR
SERVICE MEANS

Starts May 14

$1.19 Sheer Chiffon Hose

mice has
it tires and
e market's
rest valueS.

Dollar Day is VALUE day. Every day
is VALUE DAY
SUPER-SERV4GE. STATION.

SUMMER SCI-It'W

-MAY 11th and 12th

See our ,beautiful line

No matter what you need—Gea, EN1, Grea
sing, Doping, Washing,
Polishing, Tire Serviceanything except
major mechanical repairing
—you Will find the best service and value
s at the Super-Service
Station.

J. E. Edwaids, who has`"served
as railroad ageorTere
period of years, has resigned to accept a better position on the road
at Lexington, Tenn.
Mr. ,arid Mrs. Edwards were
promingel in the social and
re-

SPECIALS

ers Wail&
;peed with
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e than Joe

•

East lklairt-Strert

Murray, Kentucky

Mayfield, Ky.
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Almo High School
"Dangerees Waters"
Played

by

Alma

High

school

aeators:•
' Atkins, rook at the Darrell'sZena Belle Schroader.
Nan Parsons. Madeline's friend
and ally-Ruth-Calhoon.
Madeline Darrell, Darrell' frivolus second wife-Gledys Linn.
Dan Powers, a powerful Politi-Vernon Trevathan.
Dick Marlow, his grafting henchman-Hugh Phillips.

--toriway - the nnivell't_s_hairlfittit_
-Leonard Burkeen.
James Reeves,
Tom Bartlett, _a newspaper reperter-Leon Burkeen.
- Patty Darrell. Madeline's stepdaughter-Madeline Brown_
Phillip Darrell. Patty's father,
a Wall Street magnate-Edgar
Maddox.

Mary Darrell, his first wifeVirginia Brooks Donelson.
-The above comedy-drama at
three acts, a modern love ato'y
will be presented by the senior
class of Almo High school Friday
night. May 25. The play is being
coached by Mr. J. H. Walston, The
cast of characters has been very
carefully selected and is composed
of outstanding high school players. The leading role in the play.
a lovely girl of seventeen is played
by Miss Madeline Brown, whose
hero, a strong inteelgent youth.
is- Leon BiEkeen.
The ou&anding 'spit fire' of the
CorbedY, a step-mother, is Gladys
Lit= .- MbdititE_.'-rcile 1118_11atel
proceedure.
at the wart on the play
or crooked role is being played
by Hugh- Phillips. while. Vernon
-Trevathan is a political grafter
whose role emplies his qualities.
Lecinard Burkeen. who never has
a chance with the girls, gets married_
Zena Belle Schroeder whose

DOLLAR DAYS..
are money-saving days
if you trade at the...
ELKINS GROCERY
STORE
LIFEBUOY SOAP, 3 for_LUX TOILET SOAP,_3 for

20c

RINSO,, Medium, 2 for

17c

RINSO, _large

20c

.

22e- -

LUX FLAKES, 2 for

19c

6 Life Buoy,,6 Lux Toilet and
1 large Ringo for
50 lbs. PURE LARD

$1.00
$3.90

3 SALMON MACKEREL

25c

25 oz. SNOW KING BAKING POWDER
(FREE one lac can)

.... 26c

1 lb. CALUMET BA'KING'POWDER
(1-8 pound cocoanut FREE)

25c

S-tie BEST BROOM

50c

MURRAY, EENTNCEY, THURSDAY AFTERNIAY 10, 1934.
orwrsowirimswwwir.

greatest ambition is to be cook
for "Less" will make her usual
comedy- imprint on the audierice..
Ruth Calhoun, an outstanding
flirt in school, plays the role of
By %NM PAGE
a celebrated devorcee.
Virginia Brooks Donelson, who in wrIIE tender cuts of beef and lamb
I are relatively -eapeasive lust now
reality gets the school .boy she
but veal', pork and the forequarter
wants, loses her man, but as usual cuts of beef are still at low budget
wins him - in the mid.
levels. These meats require long slow
An outstanding .old man at the cooking to be at their best. Fish la
play is Ed Maddox who never plentiful and fairly cheap.
- Green peas are lower than In
-argues with the 'ladies,
months. Asparagus ts plentiful, as
James Reeves. whose ears have Sr. also beets, carrots, cabbage and
been trained by an alarm clock, spinach.
Pineapples are plentiful, strawber•
.21.assiticIte role at butler-he
---7--'--- ries-trecaesp and eery goad-and the
"
would be on fline-1-7
cherries are in market. Cantafoist
Miss Brown and Air. Burkeen, loupe and honeydew are becoming
knOWMJS exactly - hew its Atm.. fli1yi1all.111111 and resaoaably pentad.
Ta. Quaker staid suggests the 101plays the courtship role.
Remember the Freshman-Soph- towing menus:
omore play here on Friday night.
Low Cost Dinner
and the musical program, "Down
Ground Beef Loaf
Pettycoat Lane-. May -it
Potatoe•
Onions
Bread and Butter
Cherry Whip
Tea or Coffee
Milk

$1JNDAY DINNER
SUdaSTIONS

Hazel High School
To Give Comedy

. "Richard Beware- .. a three act
comedy, will be given by the Hazel
High School Saturday night The
play will begin at 8 o'clock and
promises to be real entertainment
with a setting that includes both
New York City and the country
with the -time being present.
.... The characters include:
Grubb, a dirt farmer,
7 Jacob
'Brooks Underwood.
_Mary Grubbs, his wife, Gearl"
'•
dine Milstead.
Finny Grubb, his daughter. Anna - Mee Holifield.
Richard Grubb. his son. Shelby
Hicks.'
country
Marcella
Sanford, a
maiden. Laurine7Curd.
Sam Crawford, a farm hand,
idilstead dames.

Medium Cost Dinner
Braised Chuck of Beef
Parsley Potatoes Carrots and peat
Bread and Butter
Rhubarb and Strawberry Pie
Coffee
Milk

Very Speetal Dinner
Cantaloupe
Roast Veal
Potatoes in Cream
Buttered- Asparagus
Tomato Salad with Dressing
Rolls and Rutter
Pineapple and Cherry Cup
"Cake
Coffee
Milk

.Lunsfy..Tubbs last week-end.
Mrs. Tenny Hargrove is spending the week with her' daughter,
Mrs James Keel.
Little Joe Hal Miller of Detroit, Thomas Galloway and Harold Houston of Locust Grove are
visiting their grand parents. Mr.
and Mrs.2' Scudder Galloway.
letEs.:Walter Trevathan
of Locust Grsive visited Mr. and
Riehard's wife. Ginoth
- ay.
JameS Irtilleeton, her father, 0. Mrs. Sam Stephenson Stead
Mr. and Mrs. .7. B. Cooper .of
B. Paschall.
here
Mose. Lincoln. a relic of the Paducah .visited relativet
Sunday.
family. Lee Lamb
Joe Crouse, who was stricken
Aunt Minerva Billings. the first
with paralysis several weeks ago,
broadcaster Celia Miller.
Minnie Ham, the second broad- is improving.
Rev .and Mrs. J. C..Rudd who
caster. Willie Ora Paschall.
Simpson. the
Samantha
third have been in Mayfield several
week, with their daughter. Mr!.
broadcaster,- Audrey Rose. Sidney Swamp, township- Cons- J. F. Blalock. returned home last
table. Edward Fitts.
•
. week.
Ben Griffin left Sunday for
-, Thomas Gayle. U. S. Govern:
rnent chemist, Vonleer 'White. • ;Camp Knox to join the C. C. C.
Camp.
. Mrs. Nancy C. Wroodall.
'-arlici
spent the winter in Florida w
her
daughter.
'Mrs. Luther Clark,
'•-•••••
and Mrs Jack Allrai. returned
Dr. Pat R. Imes who is connected home the past week.
with Mayo Brothers "at , Rochester.
Minn.. is visiting_ his parents. Mr. MURRAY GOSPEL SINGERS
and Mrs. J. M. Imes.
WILL RE HEARD OVER WPAD
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Castleberry,
of Benton. visited Mr. _and Mrs. - Radio fans are-Mvited to listento the...?durray Gospel' Program
--%
over WPAD at the usual hour, 1:10

Alma Neat

U -TOTE-EM

citc.

Capital is still hopeful that the
day will come when it con lit sip
arid take interest.

1934; and $5965.07 --ci:ue June I,
1933, with interest on each of said
items'at 54 per cent from their
respective due dates, and costs
herein' expended, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the court house
---,door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
Calloway Circuit Court
highest bidder at public auction,
The Federal Land Bank of
on. Monday, the 28th _slay of. May.
Louisville,
Plaintiff. 1934, at 1 o'clock or thereabout
(same being county court day),
Vs Judgment
Cornelia Spiceland, non resident; upon a credit of six. mohths, the
following described property, being
L L. Spiceland and wife. Estelle
and lying in Calloway County,
Spiceland, non felident; C. E.
Kentucky, towit:
Spiceland and wife, Blanche
Located three _maca. ,north of
Spiceland, non relitient. And
.
Murray, Kentucky, on the public
Spiceland,
Defendants. road and being pa of the southIL townBy. virtue of a judgment and west quarter of
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- ship 2, range 4 east and bounded as
follows: Beginning at the northcuit Court, rendered at the APril west
corner of said southwest quarterm thereof. 1934, in the above ter at a rock on the public road;
cause for the purpose of payment thence south with the section line
of debts: $98.00 due June 1, 193.
2:' one huitdred sixty (IRO polef to
$474.$0 due June 1, 1933: $49.011 due the southwest corner of said quarMay 23, 1933; $4870 due January ter; thence east with 'section line
30, 1934: $600 due January 30, one hundred three and a half

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

CILASSIIFI IED
AIDVIERTISINE
RATES IN THIS COLUMN
One and one-half cent a word
for each insertion. No ad taken
for less than 25e. No ads In this
column charged. Cash mast seompop.ing orders: Phone orders
ritiest-b-F-Pald 'promptly.
^-

STOCK .1111KEDKR$1.•-1 all malts
the season at my barn at Wadesbore with Fulton Rex, registered
horse, also-. my jack, Big Ben,

16%. hands, & years old also the
-Meek lack, Hartinan, 15 hands
tiTgh. W.
MI9P
FOR SALE-New Perfection, 2burner oil water heater in good
condition, at a bargain.
See
R R Steloan
tf

WANTED-good band saw, also
side-edger, must be priced right
J. R. Scott & Sons, Murray Route
1 or phene Lynn' Grove.
lc

The 52nd Anniversary of the Kroger Grocery and Baking Ccrripany is being observed in nearly a thousand communities in which the 4356 stores of the cornany are located, beginning with May 4th and running to May 19th.

HELM'S NATIONALLY FAMOUS
CHICKS-Summer prices, $6.30
up Postpaid. Bloodtested Stained
Antigen test Champion Leghorns
all, five bird contests. Paducah.
Kentucky,
M24p

The thousands of employes of the company and hundreds of thousands o cuswill share in one way or another in the special features yIng planned
for the celebration, mainly in the form of merchandise events.
tomers

FOR SALE-Red top and timothy
j.„_44
,
nhea

It has always boena policat.44-the Kroger orgaltizailicarto ttkisttli-- vie._
ialigitiStt- in
1t'
-the affairs of the communities in which its stores are located. It helps support
local endeavor and governmental upkeep by paying rents and taxes; ang1,- above
Tea no chances. Send your
all, it employs local people, whose wages are spent, in turn, ils their home comgarments to Superior Cleaners.
munities.
AlSay‘ reliable,
ft

Ben CiuMingham's farm.

A few of the unusual values offered at your local Kroger Store from May 7 to
May 12, to celebrate Kroger's 52nd anniversary are:

FOR SALE-used baby bed, practically new. Mrs. Carnie Hendon,
105 N. 6th. St
ltc
FOR RENT-7-room house on
South 12th. St.. 4 acres land for
pasture and truck patches. Half
acre in strawberries ready for
market
Bargain if taken at
once. Paul C. Newton.' ,
ltc

P AND G WHITE NAPTHA SOAP 7 Giant Bars 25`
COFFEE 3Jeiwbse.1,55Ibc. 19c French, lb. 23c C. Club, lb. 27c

FOR RENT-10-room brick resist._
24-lb.
dence, new
paper and
paint
.,FLOUR'"'
throelghout West Main. block of
college 'campus, $40 per month_
Call 60.
M17c
FOR SALE-one slightly used electric washer. Bargain for quick
sale. Paul. C. Newton, Murray. ltc
BABY CHICKS-$,30

and $7.00

Custorn -hatching,. $2.25 'per
116

eggs: Phone 430.
Crest Hatchery.

College
M17p

P. if.. on Friday. Iday 11. Follow- FOR SALE-eittra nice Mammoth
ing the. fine response given the Yellow home-grown ..Soy beans.
girls who sung last month. Bro. also few early Haberlands. M. G.
•
tfc
Ribbs, in charge of the .program. Wall, Hazel. Route 3.
prondses to have a "small band" HAY and CQHN
FOR SALE--Red
of singers with him again this
top. 1,10 .per ton, Timothy. $12
week.
per ton. Nothing less than ton
at this price. Call 60.
M17c
Every individual is entitled ' to
work, rest and recreation. Life is FOR SALE-steel covered hand,
balanced when all three factors are trunk, rain and dust proof. Miss
controlled
May Marshall, 509 N 4th St
ltc

SPECIALS

POR

bag 73c

PINK SALMON,
2 Tall cans

23c

Del Monte or C. Club
- PEACHES,
large No. 2 1-2 can . . 15c

Van Camp TUNA FISH,2 1-2 pound cans
25c

Special No. 1=-24 pounds Mo•
ther's Flour

Country Club WHITE CORN,
29c
3 No. 2 cans

$1

Special No. 3-10 1-2 pounds
Evaporated Peaches

$1

Special N.4-10 No. 2 1-2 cans
Kraut
$1
Special No. 5-12 No. I Tall Salmon Style Mackerel

$1

Special No. 6-12 cans Country
Gentleman Corn

$1

Special No. 7-13 lbs. bulk Lard, $1
Bring pail
our;Zeritos-t
Satin AND 1 pourid
Rio Coffee
Special NO. 9-Lye,6 cans
AND 7 cans

White

Special No. 15-10 bars Octagon
Soap, 3 Super Suds, 1 bar Palmolive,
2 Old Dutch Cleanser AND
$1
I Broom
Special No. 16-2-No. 2 1-2 cans
Peaches, 1 No. 2 1-2 can Pineapple, 1
No. 2 1-2 can Pears, 2 No. 2 1-2 cans
Apricots, AND 1 No. 2 can
$1
Blackberries
Special No. 17-1 set Ice Tea Glasses,
half pound Temple Garden Tea, 11-in.
Ice Chipping Bowl, AND,1 Tea $
1
Strainer

$1

Merry War

Rex

Special No. 14-25 pounds Great
$1
Northern Beans

Special No. 18--Plii".-1 Tub, one 10-qt.
Pail, one 50-ft. Clothes Line
AND 2 doze%Clothes Pins

$1'-

$1

Prunes AND 5 lbs.
Evaporated Peaches

$1

Special Np. 19-1 Collar Pad, I pair
40-ft. Plow Lines, 1 Iron Curry $1
Comb AND 1 Horse Brush ,

Special No. I1-Sorghum, 2 gallons best No. 1

$1

Special No. 20-1 Cloth Face
Collar

Special No. 12-Two 1-1b. cans Maxwell House Coffee; one 2-1b. box Mother's Cocoa; quarter-lb. box Temple
Garden Tea AND I tel
$1
glass

Special No. 21-35 lbs. Chick
Starter

Specia1'tcr--4"--tbg.

porect

Special No. 22-30 lbs. Bulk
.....
Rolled Oats

a.

2 pounds BRAINS
25c
7c
SMOKED
lb.
SALT BUTTS, lb.
6c
LARD,lb. .
9c
REEF RIB ROAST,lb.
6c
CHUCK ROAST, lb.
Sc
PORK 'SHOULDERHalf,or Whole, pound
11/
1
2c
PORK HAM,half or whole, lb.. 12 1-2c
BEEF STEAK, 2 lbs. .....
25c
SAUSAGE,2 Ills. for
25c
12 1-2c to 15c
MUTTON

Burrs,

WHEATIES,
2 packages

25c

BULK
4 POUNDS
LARD
29c
SUGAR CURED BACON Half or Whole-POUND 14v2
Armour's or Melrose
SHANKLESS PICNIC HAMS Small
size,'Found
13c
6 oz. to 8 oz. Average
EACH 5c
MEAT
RING BOLOGNA ALL
CHEESE LONGHORN or DAISY
15c
FRANKS
2 Pounds 254`
OLEO
3 Pounds for
25'
GOLDEN YELLOW
Dozen
BANANAS
19c
NEW-CABWAGE
POUND
NEW PEAS
0,POUNDS
NEW POTATOES
1
39c
POUND

ALL MEAT

NO CEREAL

EATMORE BRAND

KANSAS CITY STEAKS.. FISH
SPRING LAMB

POLIED

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens and Eggs

In addition to the above there are many other attractive values.
Call at your KROGER STORE and look these values over.

MEAT MARKET
$1

-

.1Cisiest Brand MALT,
'.3 cans
$1.00
C.-Club GRAHAM CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
25c
Pure PRESERVES,
1-lb. jar
1

Rest Orade, All Popular Brands

SHROAT BROS,
,

29c

BISQUICK, 40-oz. pkg. 30c

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

-77e

Standard TOMATOES,
3 No. 2 cans
23c

Standard PEAS,
3 No. 2 cans

Special No. 2-21 pounds
Sugar

24-lb. bag

Sod a,

Orange

• Country Club CATSUP,
----Large- 14•oz. bottle . . .

DAVI

AVONDALE,

FLOUR c2:7111,7bTgub 83c Lyon's Best, 24-lb. bag 91c
-NAVY BEANS CHOICE HAND PICKED 7 Pounds 25`
Bay
RED PITTED CHERRIES Avondale orNO.Sturgeon
10
2 CAN
24-LB. BAG
sic
PILLSBURY'S BEST FLOUR
Lemon Lime,
24-0Z. BOTTLE
DRINKS Ginger Ale,
Soda, Lemon
Root Beer
10'

will be a big Event -- Confe4-1;
!
.
$1

For the pure:lase price- the pure-beam- must execute bend 'with
approved securities. -bearing legal
interest from the day of sale. un- .
til paid, and having the force and
-effect oft judgment. -Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms --George S. Hart
Master Commissioner.

FOR SALE-good oak lumber,
"astit-eto order". See us for
""jklees. Orders filled promptly.
J. R. Scott & Sons, Murray, Ky.,
Route I.
tt

O

Special No. 13-Tomatoes,
11 No. 2 cans

Clark's,. river;
(1034) poles to
thehee with the' means:leas of said
river in a northeaster! 'direction
to whete said river in rsects with
of the said
the east boundary li
quarter; thence ntlth with the
quarter section lin seventy-nine
(79) poles to the northeast corner
of said quarter. section: thence
west with the quarter section line
one hundred sixty (160) poles to
the point of beginning, containing
one hundred thirty-two (132) acres.
A. 0. Spit-eland obtained his title
to said land by deed from J. D.
Sexton which is recorded in Deed
Book' a., page 6117. --ot
otrice-Or
the Clerk of the Calloway County,
Court e lidurrav,

"
•...Free Delivery

Phone 214
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Joe F. Robertson, R. 7,
Keeps Weather Record
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mostly clear, some clouds in Southeast with temperature 50 degrees.
9 A. M.: clear, calm, spring:like
day with temperature at-68.
12:30 P. M.: Warmer, clear, air
up. Temperature 76.
6 P.' M.: Clear. Temperaure 70.
April 3, 1934
6- A. M.: Clear and calm; fine
day with temperature of 61.
12:30 P. M.: Clouding- up with
strong wind from South. Temperature at 78 degrees.
3 P. M.: Temperature rising to
82 degrees.
6 P. M.: Clear and calm.

?AGE SEVEN

of 00 degrees; calm.
slightly out RI North. Very good
K1RKSEY CIRCUIT
We' are referring to those who are
April 9, 1934
rain last .night. Temperature, 5.11.
willing tosuffer, for the salary, on
6 A. M.: Clear, sun rising ,red:
Joe F. Robertson, Murray Route
42:36
A.
M.:
Clerudy
and cool. - 6
Quarterly
meeting
Saturday, the altar of their country.
calm air with temperature at 46.
7, has kept a complete record of
P. M. Clearing away, cool, North- May 12, at Coldwater. Rev. 0. C.
12:00 M.: Clear. fine day with
Useful knowledge acquired teday
the weather throughout the
Easterh wind. Temperature, 48.
Wrather, . presiding elder, will makes every succeeding day mere
thermometer standing at 70.
day
for the entire months of March
April 38, 1934
preach at 11 o'clock and dinner at productive.
6:30 P. M.: Clear and calm with
and April, which is extremely
6 A. M.: Clear and cool. North- the church as usual. Conference
Some sort of change is needed If
temperature of 64 degrees.
eastern wind; temperature 35 de- will be held in the afternoon.
interesting.
our colleges are to HU the Place
9 P. M.: Temperature,
grees. At 12:30 P. M., clear and
Following is Mr. Robertson's
Preaching at Coldwater Sunday they should fill in..our national
April 10,- 1954
record for the month 'of April.
warmer, fine day, although cool, morning at 11 litclock.
life.
He
6
M.:
A.
Calm;
temperatu
re, 58
says that he is neither a prophet
for an April day. 6 P. M.: Clear
W. M. Vaughan, Pastor
A high moral, Intellectual and
degrees. Clouds in East.
nor the- son of a prophet but
and
calm
with
low
temperat
ure of
physical average is more important
so
9 A. M.: Local April showers
many have bungled the Jab of
46 degrees.- Said the nudist. camp matron than a high birth rate.
with temperature of 68.
forecasting the weather that he
April 29, 1934
when the party was announced,
P. M.: Clear with temmerature
1
Nobody hates a reformer any
6 A. M.: Clear and calm; cool "I haven't a thing to wear."
decided to hind-cast it.
worse than another reformer.
of 80 degrees.
with heavy dew last night; ternAprU 1, _11134
April 4. 1934
Through the -araue_.Censer_ _home.
- - April- U. 1634t
ture, 40:--13:30
-TI 1T4.. M. Clear- -- end- -maw
--Ptiblig-ta what counts these-days.
ll.; -eledir' and cairn. Tem_ 6 A_
ChwAy and cooler this
calm and clear,. tine day, growing - Erni' the wrong kind' Of i tree makers' club in Union county ar49ts-r. tisinslay. Thimpsreluirt
p/meatuses of gii degrees.
ticles on health have been studied
weather j
Art_r_s_gctoit_rain_ the past __Planted. In the wrong placa--is, -by--333
1. P. M.: &mini W.1144 With - few morning with heavy thunder an +
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Carthage, Texas."I take it for sick M., clear and cool.
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. .......
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..
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10 and lk
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Cleared off; strong wind and a Get in on Big Contest-Radio
Pure Lard, 4 lbs.
35c
SPECIAL PRICESFOR DOLLAR DAY!
temperature.of 76. 6 P. M. cloud6:45 in Evening.
ing up in North.
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Telephone 85
20c
TFIF.Plion 12.
4 lbs. Flne Rice
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, April 24, 1934
AT RILEY' RADIO CO.
6A. M.: Hazy, cloudy and air Quart American Lady or
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Calm; temperature 50. 12.30- P. M.:
35c
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61.90
clear with West wind! temperature
8
Cans
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$1.00
degrees- 6
_
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WE DELIVER
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W.
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People Pay No Attention
TO ADVERTISING MATTER THROWN
IN
YARDS AND ON PORCHES

3C
Sc

5c

A survey
„the other

BY MURRAY MERCHANTS ..
made by the Los Angeles Advertising Club
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SUNDAY ONLY

Make Maher Happy ...

• WHO DO YOU RECKON I AM?
Pep is my name. I am the salesman for
+,• BEAMAN'S GARAGE
Let Us Call for YOUR Car!
BEAMAN'S

You'll Laugh as You've Never
Laughed Before
at Will Rogers mixing
love and horses ... fixing
his
friends' romance...singing his trpt.
ter. to victory in a wnin- wind finish for
of
his funniest pictures.

hO'ine

GRUNOW

Murray,

ILL ROGER'S

wi•
LOUISE DRESSER EVELYN VEIZADLE
ENT TAYLOR STEPIN FETCNIT
- • -MONDA-Y-ANDILVESDAT

- JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.

Murray Consumers Coal
Ice Company

THEY MADE HIM A
PAUPER ... AND HE
BECAME A KING!

POOL

Season Opens ., May 15

Bargain Day

FRESH WATER.. NEW SCAFFOLDS-.. CLEAN LOCKERS..
•

OPEN DAILY
Single Admission-

Children
Adults....

-

.1(le
r5c

•

SestSon,'Single
.: ...
Season Tieketlf,or t-wo in
,-family

$\.00
'8:Ott

Entire Family

0.04)

CHAS. P. COURIER
in charge

-

'

EVERY DAY is BARGAIN DAY or a GOOD
DAY to trade with us. We have a well selected
stock of items needed for the home consisting of
Lawn Mowers, Yard Hose, Hose Fixtures of all
kinds, Garden Tools, Screen Wire, Water Coolers,
Thermos Jugs.
FARMERS:—See us for Paris Green, Arsenate of
Lead, Dtifox, Bean Beetle Dust,- Bordeaux
Mixture for killing insects, Sprafa Fin• Gardens
and Plants of all kinds.

Friday and Saturday Only

ARS

ONE YEAR AND FOUR MONTHS
SUBSCRIPTION
•

to---AdctelAittaction"WALKING BACK HOME" *
An all-star comedy
lasonamiranamairas

THE LEDGER & TIMES
OLD or NEW ,

WE WILL HAVE A NUMBER OF
ITEMS SPECIALLY PRICED

WED.-THURS.
1

ALL MEN
ARE
ENEMIES

4

CALLOWAY COUNTY ONLY

FOR DOLLAR DtkY

•

See NATHAN PARKER and have him show
you,the MAYTAG Washing Machine and explain
opr proposition on the Maytag. No home is complete without a MAYTAG:
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•
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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Ne
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon,
May 10, 1934
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TAKES OWN LIFE
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"Hobgoblin House",
TENN. NINE

$2.85 dozen

Brown 1345-mee1ie

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SPECIALS

Bed Spreads
80x105
$2.00 each

Brown Sheeting
35c yard

Frcd _Brown- Is Released on Bond

Fast Color Printed
Percales
c yard

15

SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES
RudT's Special
Salisbury Sheet
6309
...
$1.00 each

-Fruit ist th-e-toorn

Hortin to Write

Percale Sheets
x

PILLOW SLIPS
Plain.hern, colored border . . . . 25c
each
Hemstitched
$2.85 dozen
HAND EMBROIDERED PILLOW
CASES
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Called by Death

County C. C. C.
Quota Selected
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WHITE HAND BAGS
Assortment of New
Summer Styles, each

98c

-w

-- COTTON,CORD LACE
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-

STOCK BREEDERS,

SUMMER SILK SPECIAL
79c yard

ASK FOR

360 Corn-Hog
Contracts Signed

"LYNN GROVE'S
BEST"

J. C. 00CH

THE FAMOUS

•

W.1.SLEDDc6to.

Lynn Grove Milling
Company

"If It's New,We Have It"
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Can ennstipation be safelarrelievisr used for,both idolts and children)
See these new Firestone High Speed Tit',, made at the Firestone Factory
It
-Yee- say medical men. "Year is Dr.'Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
is
mild
.
ectors
d
ifb"
have
-fling May 26
and Exhibition Buiiding at "A Century of Progress"-Pie
who
thousands
say the many
,
perfectly safe. Its laxative action
followed their advice and know.
.1'
.
laxanalurfd
is based on senna-a
s
You are not likely to cure your tive. The bowels will not
e..,ome •
constipation with salts, pills,tablets, dependent on this form of help, as
or any of the habit-forming rather- lathers.. a.mineral sirugs..-.__
sod ran earrert-ttitr-teRF
Be& Bat .
licepitals and. doctors. have alPER
I. dition by gentle regulation with- 2. ways
used liquid laxatives, The
suitable liquid laxative. .
dose fah be measured, and the ,
action controlled. Pills and tablets e•-•etlet 141
.
of violent action
THE LIQUID TEST-: containing drugs
are hard on the bowels.
..
. .
. select a properly prepared
_Fast,
If there are children in your
liquid laxative. Second: take the household. don't tve them any
. '
MOH
dos.neifougpautlged toureurigstdem• stp
urhe
p .
otolts
n edellaltko
.uuritiirv4
e rititous

r.

..

Li

I`

The new Firestone Air Balloon for 1934 embodies all the
improvements in the new Firestone High Speed Tire. The
4.!Cl. MIRRIAIR/Illill I rill"l MU anti ricunk.
.
RR/ RANT URN prcwoury 1/110.1
comfort. Gum-Dipping safety-locks the cords, providing
30 to 40% greater deflection and blowout protection.
.
oar
your
With
today
equipping
styleby
low
swung
Get 1045
thaw neif tires and wheat in colors to match your car.

Electricity is the cheapest, the most dependable, the
most satisfactory servant from the standpoint of price,
es
economy and efficiency. Buy your electrical applianc
comnow before they rise in price"togetherwith all other
modes.
---.•
. --------

Cl...A.

MORE THAN 50% MORE NON-SKID MILEAGE
-1‘
The NEW TireStOnt
. .,
- /
AIR BALLOON for 1934

a

allows freedom, Inthe means of release lfroiliAltcheil drudgery thatmodern housewife.
the
for
pleasures
outdoor
"I:teased socia l activity and

litiUs

Leadership-as they know that the patented
Firestone construction features nrovide tbern

I and
r mileage -ee
g.
-ionny
Recrio
ynit-greaterw ithgrebalo
t eptro
uaf
w:s
ter

OLD or NEW
in

_

..

,

THE LEDGER & TIMES
_

-

For .cfourteen years istading -nee •ch-ivers
have ativen to victory on F•nestone tires.
built with Gum-Dipped ,high Wretch cords.
They have trusted their lives to Firestone

I

tO----

has preWhen you sit down to a delicious meal that your wife
in the
spent
are
hours
many
how
pared, do you ever_ stop to consider
time she
euct
The
TaiiaIly
ou-s
- preparation of your food'y
that your appetite
spends for you ... theshours that should be hers ...
ould be satisfied?

f

.
._
THE New FIRESTONE

HIGH SPEED TIRE for 1934

.

ONE YEAR AND FOUR MONTHS
SUBSCRIPTION
•

1

Weii/Ori0 Nemo

AL

No\RE

Friday and Saturday, Only

Witk An
Shorten Her Hours °Mork in the_Kitchen
_
,
.

1-. A MIL S-

lit,

,
.-

_.

-

TRW artintrir jML,1?RR KY,

fl7rItY, rifttleSt/AVX/rTriellifXrili:
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* Turner: Mr's. Carrie Wyatt, Nene
Yarbrough, Boyce Thomasson,
Dean Dowdy, Virginia Glass, Catherine Wickliffe, Onyx Ray, Nelle
Laurie Bowles, Robbie Mae Broach,
Delton Dodds, Maurice Christooher,
Harold Moody, Marion Preston
Laster, James Mason, Harold Shaw,
Bob Phillips, Roy McDonald,' Lillie
B. Story, Nina Faye Laster, Guthrie Churchill, Marjorie Davis, Juliet
Salton: Mildrell Singleton."'

Bertena Hodges, age 18, daughbut none of the family received
k.94. of _friends arT Mtattled.,11/
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Rosie Hodges,
not saying the inteart things we
injuries.
Entered
New
New Concord,' Ky.
_ ,
The Junior Sunday Schoorelast might have said..
Concord High school in 1930. Memat
Unity
church
went
on
a
picnic
ber of mixed ,chorus and girls glee
0 l934--Guir Reining Comp y
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
: -"He's My Pal". 33; at Concord. "In club, 32. 33. 34; operetta, "WindFred Parker Houston, age 17
Sunday. All _had a nice time.
MusiMoon",
34.
of
the
the
Light
Chiropractor
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Houston,
mills of Holland", 33-34; play. In
Kodaking and games fenutred 'the
cal events: girls glee club, mixed the Light of the Moon", 34.
°RAMC'UM CAA.
liffice
at
Home, 600 West !SIAM
Entered New
Murray Route 7.
occasion.
rS STIIeRerD fty 'RuDDER,
chorus, octet, trio.
Mondays, Wettnesdajs, Fridays
I *Ili ring off for this time but
Concord High school in 1930. EnterAT- 1416•01 SPE7
Lubie Roberts, age 20, son of Mr.
In Afternoon
will try , again soon.
Robert BuCy, age 20,,on of Mr.
ed in algebra in County contest
Roberts, Hamlin,
Richard
and
Mrs.
1 p. In, to 6 p. iii. "HapPy-Go-Locky".
in 3.1. Entered in arithmetic in and Mrs. Dallas Bucy. Hamlin; Ky.
as.
Pleasant Valley
Attended
Ky.
34. Was a member of basketball
Attended Pleasant Valley Junior
squad in 3.3-34.
Junior High for 3 years. Activities,
High for :3 years, entered New Conbaseball and basketball, 31, 32.
Pauline Henry, age 17. daughter cord in 1933. Activities at PleasPlay, "He's My Pal", 33. Entered
•.
:and Abe. -Facorwett-- lawary, awst• Valley: -tos- hall and, haskei..
Everybody is erjoying the Wee
New Conrord. . Entered New Con- ball three
years; plays: "In New Concord High lii 1933. Memweather and good showers we are
rord in 1930. Plays: "Fingerprints". Trouble", 31, "He's My Poi". 33; ber of boys glee club, mixed
hacr
vih
op6
g:
'50; entered. County • sehOlattIC- testi at New. Concord: ;operetta.
_
choeus. operetta. "Windmills •SIf
&
in English
31,-32, 32. 34, music, mills-of Holland."
- Rolland"; member of
gardene are leaking
31-32.' Class secretary 33-3.4.
squad.
fine.
Ruth- Houston, age 18, daughMany friends and relatives gave
A tibm..0.•%.sami
Virginia Coleman, age 17, dough- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ashley HousIrene Allbritten, age 21. daughAlec Crouch a birthday dinner- last
. ter of Mrs. Lucy cplernan. New den. New Concord. Ky. Entered ter of Mr., and Mrs. Perry AllSunday. He was 74 years of agie4i
- Concord. Entered -school,- in---1-980:GLIDER SILVVerl
oot-trr-1991a,-member of -mixed Mitten, New Concord, Ky. EnterA bountiful dinner was served at
member of debating team, 30-31; chorus and girls glee club 30-31, ed New Concord High school in
v$6 cs.D aureoiopme
the noon hour. The afternoon was
1".u.rt< PrattiErg 73y
-r0 LAUNC6
for four years a member of girls 31-32: plays, "The Eighteen Carat 1930. Member of mixed chorus
aikSoLarif l'otcrroet_
Vent an Singing and music. Every
glee club and mixed chorus. Plays:. Boob-. 33, "In the Light of the and girls glee club. 32, 33, 34. OpCAPAftlie- oF Sixty
one enjoyed the day and left wish"Wild Ginger", 33-34. "141.1ha.1..ight Moon". 34; entered in civics in eretta, "Windmills
of Holland".
AttLes Pert moat,
ing Mr. Crouch many more such
. of the Moon". 33-34; entered -in County contest, 34.
Plays, "Eighteen Carat Boob". 33;
days.
physiology in County" cca
-ifest
"In the Light of the Moon", 34.
.Bun Swarm ef Lynn Grove ditcha34.
Ruby Lee Farley; age 17, daughed his car Sunday afternoon when
Johnny Wilson, age 16, son of
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Fartrying to pass a car on _the high- Hattie 7.4eorei age 19.
Wilson, New
-Omitted, Ky. Entered- Mr. and Wsway. -Ero-one was injure -but the
tip pay
senior
of Mr and Mrs.
President of
Moore. Hy- New Concord men school in 1930: Concord.
car was badly- cm
Laaged.
Cara
mon, Ky. Entered school ip 1930. member of debating team 193/2.11; clasa
Plays: "Eighteen
Novice }loge& little girl is
Plays: "Eighteen Carat Boob". 33. plays, "Tompkins' Hired Man", 32; Boob", 33. "In the Light of the
seriously ill with measles.
"Wild Ginger", 33-34, "In the Light "Eighteen Carol Boob", 33, "In the Moon", 34. In County scholastic
7-"Brown Eyes"
of Holland", 33-34; member of Light of the Moon". 34; 'music: contests:-second in algebra I; first
mixed chorus for four years, mixed chorus. girls glee club, octet, in alkebra II, 32; first in algebra
trio, 32-33, 33-34, octet. 32
,
111. 13-431,its-trttr'1243; 'operetta, "WtntIt‘ HI, 33; first in algebra•11. -94; entermixed quartet, 33-34; entered in mills of Holland", 34.
ed i.n literature in District con(I) As this car reaches high weeds, a horizontal air-eontrol between the
We have tad a. fine rain and garliterature in County contest in 33,
test, 33, in general scholarship, 34;
Q'tiso rudders tips it back, so the car is running on but two wheels and is
dens are looking1100dbiology in County and District. 34.
Felix Howard Dunn. age 18, son extemporaneous speaking, 34.
steeted,hy Its rudders. (2) This car used by a.Newark glider club, has
The lightning + struck -the ehtrrr•drum mounted upon one of the rear wheels, which is jacked up to clear
of Mr. and Mrs. George - W. Dunn,
the ground. A two hundred foot rope is attached to the glider and to
ney of E B. Lee's residence Friday
Nista Barnett, age 19, daughter New -Concord. Ky. Entered high
Wendell Allbritten. age • 18, son
the drum, the drum is then revolved, whisking the glider into the air.
night doing considerabl damage,
of 'Mr. and Mrs. E L. Barnett, school at.
New Concord. 1930. Mem- of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Allbritten,
(3) This sew tank developed by J. Walter Christie, is driven -by a
damaging t4we chimney and roof
Hamlin, Ky. Attended Pleasant ber of basketball team for four New Concord, Ky., entered New
250 H.P. motor and can attain speeds of 60 M.P.H.
Valley Junior High for--3 years. years. Plays: "Mother Mine", 33, Concord High school. 1930. MemDrintrirater With Meals;
Watch for Auto OddltleeWithis paper neir
ber of basketball team 32. 33. 34.
-entered New Concord 1933. --.01te- "WE1rginger". 31:31rin the Li
- tivities at Pleasant Valley, play, of the Moon". 34.
Good for Stomach
Plays: "Prairie Rose", 32. "Eighteen
Water with meals helps stomCarat Boob", 33; "Wild Ginger
IHniversity professional schools and
Delroy
Milton,
Herbert
age
20,
ach
juices,
aids digestion.
If
33-34; "In the tright of the Moon".
direct service departments have
34; operetta. "Windmills of Hold§son" of"Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Milton, been added and many courses .in bloated with gas add a spoonful
land", 33-34. Member of musical Model, Tenn., attended Pleasant the college of arts and, sciences of Adlerika. One dose cleans out
poisons and washes BOTH upper
groups, 1931, 32. 33, 34.
Valley Junior High school for 3 have been inaugurated.
and lower bowels. Dale, StubbleIt Means the REAL ARTICLE
In fact quite a bit of
President
Bryan
is
a
member
of
field & Co., Druggists.
_
Bobbie Reed Grogan. age 18, son years. Activities at Pleasant Valhappiness wick bright,
of Mr. a-nd Mrs. B. D. Grogan. ley: baseball, 31, 32. 33: in Coun- the American Psychological AssocTREASUIN DEPARTMENT
curious eager Fhildren
Murray Route 7. entered
NeW ty scholarship tests, third in iation and trustee of the Carnegie
Office of the Comptroller of -t!'e
GENUINE
Of Bayer
Concord High school 1930. Mem- biology. 1931, first in American Foundation for the advancement
engulfing knoWledge as
Currency
ber of basketball team, 32, 33, 34. history, 32. second in general of teaching since 1910. He has
ARIRIN
Manufacture
you read.
„
Washington, D. C.
Plays, "Prairie Rose", 32. "Eigh- scholarship. 33. Entered New Con- been honored with the doctor of
Feb. 22, 1934teenth Carat Boob". 33, "Wild Gin- cord High school .in 1933. Won laws degree from Illinois College,
And quoting George
ger", 33-34, "Mrs. Tublat of Shanty first place in County . contest in Hanover College, University of
Notice is hereby given to all perWhen you go to bui aspirin, Rememi this for your own
Town", - 34; operetta, "Windmills American history, 34, entered in Notre Dame. University of MichiHerbert "One good mosons who may have claims against
just remember this: Every protection. Tell your friends
Holland-, 34.
American history in District chn- gan, University of Pittsburg. and
Music:
of
mixed
ther is worth a hundred
"The First National Bank of
chorus, 31. 32, 33, 34, boys glee test. 34.- Plans to enter Murray Clark University.
tablet of real aspirin of about it for their protection.
Murray,- Kentuelty, that the same
schoolmasters."
club, octet, boys quartet. boys solo State College in September, 34.
Bayer manufacture is Demand and
This will be Dr. Bryan's first must
be presented to W. P.
events. 1934. Entered in geometry
visk to Murray State College. Phillips,
stamped
with this cross.: No get Genuine
_
Receiver, with the legal
Only healthy children are bright, curious and
in District contest '34.
Commencement this May will be proof thereof
tablet without this cross is I3ayerAspirin.
Dr. Vi/, L. Bryan to Deliver
within three months
apt. Safeguard their health with the best of foods
GENUINE Bayer Aspirin.
Commencement Address the.eighth year for students to re from this date or they may be
Will D. Guerin. age 19, son of
eel* nachelor degrees- •
• disallowed.
and for breird serve one that has rich ingredients ..
Safe relief for headitohe, colds, sore throat,
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Geurin, MurMurray State College -has secured
67 Apply for Degrees
BUTTER, MILK, QUALITY WHEATS.
F. G. AWALT, •
pains of rheumatism and 'neuritis, etc.
ray Route 7, attended Perishing Dr. William Lowe Bryan, presiActing Comptroller of the
A fotal of .67 seniors have made
High Schaal, Detroit, for 2 years. dent of the University of Indiana,
Genuine Bayer Aspirin 1opit4otilarm the Heart
14(WIMP PI. N. a.
Currency.
May 24
applications for degrees for June
Entered New Concord High school, lo deliver the. cornmenebrnent ad1934 and February 1934:'
1932. Member of boys glee club dress on Thursday. May 31.
Warren Allman. Lola Beaman,
and mixed chorus, 1934. W9f1 first
Born November 11. 1860 on a Deitsel Element, Horace
Berry.
place in literattire in - County con- farm about two miles east of
Ronald Brinkley. Pgrry • Cotham,
test In 33 and 34, entered in liter- Bloomington, Ind:. Dr. Bryan was
Kitty Wells Cres2, 'Basil Crider,
ature in District contest in 34. Play, educated in a little red school
Cutchin. James Distler, A.
"In the Light of the Moon". 34.
house of. Monroe County near
N. Duke Sr., Mary Dunn. -Cordella
father's farm and in the Bloom- Erwin, Mildred Farris.'.Mrs. Maxington High School.
- „- me Ferguson, - Cleatus Floweft
President Bryan- entered Indiana Howard--Gareer._ Daron Grissoin,
University in 1880 and received his Laverne Gossom,
Weldon Hall,
A. B. degree in 1884. Two yekrs Henson Harris. Margaret Hubbs,
later he was awarded his master's Martha' Huie, Sam Jones, John
degree on presentation of a thesis Longhorn_ Prentice Lassiter, Irven
entitled "The Polar
Logic
of Lee. Louise •Miller.
Heraclitus."
Luble McDaniel, William Calvin
4fter his, graduation in 1884. Nance. Carl •Neumeyrr, Reason
President Bryan was appointed Ob- Newton, Eugene O'Hyrne, Kenneth
structor of Greek. He served as Oliver, Bedford
cttey,' Jimmie
associate preaessor of philosophy Rehm, Cecil Reid. Mary Elizabeth
from
1886-1887. He studied at Rhoades, Marjorie Ross, Wilbur
Clark University during the year Sacra. John
Shaw, Sheila M.
1894-92,--4rent-whichElaria---Smith, -Vary Agnes
received the degree of doctor of
fornItt-in any other low-pricefica
ear-* r
philosophy.
al
tot:
Built Up Strength
Studies in Europe
It was a great record
In 1892 he returned to Europe for
of leadcrshi that
B Taking Cardui
Putty kf-lt+ttileafftr-VAtiffu
n e
-rutty nictosto
- Inlievro et ma in 193
Here's her own account of hoW"
year 1900-1901.
He was made Mrs. T. W. Hardin, of Greer, S C.,
AND WEATHERPROOF
this year, it's even greater. Sales
of
professor
philosophy
-at
Indiana
was benefited by taking Cardui:
•
are already thousands of cars
University in 1887. At the _time "I suffered a great cltail from weakahead of last year. Production is
of his election- to the presidency in tins in my back and pains in my
1902, he was serving as vice-presi- side and felt so miserable." she
largest in the industry. And
writes. "/ read of Cardui and dedent-of the institution.. His foereal
every day, from.stete after state,
better
after
R.
I
felt
ckled
to
try
installation took place on Foundacomes.the same report on regisI took my first bottle, so kept on
tion Day on January 20, 1903.
taking it as I felt such a need of
trations: Chevrolet is loading all
Indiana University has seen its strength, and it helped me so
others! What's the reason for this
greatest growth during the 32 - much."
Thousands of women testify Cardul
years administration of President
success? The pictures tell the
brr•fited them. If it does not benefit
Bryan. In that time most of the YOU,
story. Chevrolet is the only low consult a phruclan-

Sketches of Concord Graduates

AUTO ODDITIES

Salem Gossip

Patrons of-Water

• •

3

•

:ky

).

Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF THIS MONTH.
Services will be DISCONTINUED AFTER 15th if not paid.

Prime arrange
your account at the office and save embarassment, as no money will be
accepted elsewhere.

--Dter-koote-One

KENTUCKY - TENNESSEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO.

Murray

:

:

Kentucky

:_

WATCH FOR THIS CROSS

A 'LITTLE BIT OF HAPPINESS

TI

FAMOUS
WIMP*
COMBINATION,
OF FEATURES

THE GREATEST
TIRE GOODYEARA
EVER BUILT

Let'Us
Show
You

not

New

-

KEE-AMON HEELS

ALL-WE ATM E R

43%

MORE
Non-Skid Mileage!

And here's'the

GOOD
NEWS
ITIiis-marvelous;newi,
G:::3(A1-1="Wea.tla-e-rclvis:•
4
4
Mitny a
'
with itie-

other'
s Over: I' tlY.tale
'
-.4
the market
ktire
costs

ybouNnoiliiiill

•Come see this brute-for-punishment- this
great new "G-3" that Goodyear has built,
tested, proved out under terrific abuse, to mcgre
than offset the harder wear put on tires by
today's fast-stepping, fast-stopping automobiles ... It's a costlier tire to build but not to
buy-consider that important fact too as you
look it over and we
-'think you'll say:
"Put on a set."
"

Taste
Tells
ALL!

Ditto'sit•fri_
-

and you'll neve

CGDIES 8.11ASHER

sar:sfiell with any
other low•priced car

be

GENUINE

extra,

It's no secret.
wanted to.

.FORD
-BATTERIES-

We couldn't- hide the fact if we

The irresistiblelastiness of GOLD.

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY
Incorporated-

-

WO A413 SERVICE

G.IL 4. C. Pima,

swim.

A Cotaral Won Voles.
1310111410111111011111111•111111111ST

in such a big way! Try a dish tonight-the taste

Save with a

will tell you all you want to know about ice cream.

CHEVROLET SIX
Farnier-Purdom Motor Co

esti-

4.ffr"

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

CalPVROLFT MEITOR COMPANY
DETROrTt MICHIGAN

BLOOM_ Ice.T.r.aam...axplaina why_ ',Aka-go-for-lit-

,PARTS

TELEPHONE 170

priced car with this winning combination of Lye features. CheN
rolet is the only manufactur. r
who can say:

-Inv on 4)rated

ACCESSORIES
Tenth and Monroe

Paducah, Ky.

WEST. MAIN STREET.

. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

5.

5.

_
41.y,
• c.

As'

is

PAGE FOUR
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THE LEDGER ifs TIhtES MURRA

iimmiur

4...r.4* *or* tler"...

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Gantt/at-Rat

Things to worry about: Payne
Yeesee 4waseer.,
--Times anti The TIMMS and Lovett operate a hospital In
Herald 0,i4ber 50. 11311
Eastland, Texas.
Published 13.y TA. calissay Cotmtr Publishing Co.. Inc.
North Fourth Street. Murray, Ky.

Oneemalletams_et
_ _

_

Us T. isiv•H

Editor

Entered ,at the Postuthue..Murray, Ky., as

11160431141

clasp mail matter.

_Y
KENTUC
KY, THURSDAY AFT ERNOON MAY 3, 1

The top of many a man's head
joined the nudist movement load
ago.

1-iiike Bela 1.3rite
A baby girl was born to Mr.
and Mn, Cekti ?Atha last Friday.
Atter th•-silas
that tame
There will be a singing at this
Saturday mid lithiday a beautiful
day is here. A lot at people -wry. place next Sunday (second Sunday)
afternoon
after
Sunday
preparing tobacco ground.
school You are invited to come
Wu Dorothy Beans of Murray.
and
be with us and make a real
at the week-end with Estelle
singing.
Halal
Guy Steely has the .measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams and
• Several from this- community at- family visited in HasettiSunday.
tended the big singing at North
Mils Jessie Dell Briensburg gave
Fork Sunday. Those who attended a quilting Friday afternoon and a
were: Haman and Hilda- Coles, party that evening.
Willie Mae Paschall, Carmel Wells,

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

1933

Extra Specials
for Friday ti Saturday
may 11 and 12
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS,-fitit colors,
TWO for

JUST JOTS
By J•il

$1.0°

YARD WIDE BROWN DOMESTIC,
12 yards for

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

TEN BATH TOWELS,size 20x40,
at

$11*
$1.00

I

'MEN'S WORK SOX,
TEN pairs for

p(Murray,

$1.0°

r

367inch BROWN DOMESTIC,best quality,
11 yards for

58-inch TABLE DAMASK, regular.59c quality,
. $1.00
2 1-2 yards for

REGULAR 15c CURTAIN SCRIM,
10 yards for

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

If

lionownr a. wow.

411•111111111111biniliablier

Stella Gossip

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

MININIEN.MMI

in Use Goshen cemetery. church htfilding was of black jack devil and the deep blue
stem
"Susan Wiuterfield died Oct.. 1, poles, chink and daub; rib roof,
Bountiful, refreshing rains,
41
1833." More than I00 yeara ago. 3-foot bogrde. Sfe whit a change in field and
tardwe are gassy
This leaves me on the front Y
Also Peter Warterfield. died Aug this world has made:
6, 1849, age 89; was born in 1780.
Measles are yet worse and 'pattin' myself on the back.
Bud, his great grandson, said "first "worser"--as it were "between the

Too many peoplie are 'intolerant
of the others' reheats but tolerant
'of all the -crime lad crookedness
Ila
NATIONAL EDITORIAL that go
on la war totality every
IIEMEiv, ASSOCIATION
daY.'
• • • .• •
All the taxation argument boils
down to this one fact; everybody
wants to get the benefit of taxes t,
Mutiorraptiou Itates:-bi First conirressiocal District and Henry
and and the other fellow to pay them.
About 130 people celegrated Alex
-Stewart Vo
Tenn., LOA a ear. KrotuLltz 11,
11 arbour "C
Crbutill-74-1HrtlidihrtundaY• One
turetatied upon synnearefir.".=
•
of the best citizeils of my ae
Americana:queialanee. -He-received
,,U4
7thOOMMX1- --femme
nue
Callaway
Ciresit
°mut
/rein- children- and grandchildren
armed In the-teeth. can't catch a
C P. Dick. Executor of N. A.
A bountiful dinner was prepared.
rat gasman who has gotten more
The heading for this editorial is
Dick,
Instrumental and vocal music by
pliblicity than Lindbergh.
the honest, sincere truth but it is
Plaintiff the young folks was thrilling.
Leglilators proposing lotteries
to your interest also.
Vs. Judgment
Charley Arnett will preach at
when the country got into the
W. W. McElrath -and wife,
Perhaps since they were founded
Coldwater next Sunday at 2:30
worst depression in history by
newspapers-- -have been instating -I am ,utterly unable to compre- gambling
Defendants. P.' M. Probably his last sermon
and speculation.
By virtue of a judgment and until next winter Is he contemupon the importance and necessity hend -why the newspapers
of this
Voters who take a doLlar for
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- plates a mission tour in Ohio.
- of cOntrIbtetort inUiding Anrtheir district
°4are so negligent in ."play: their ballot criticising 'crookedcopy early. .
cuit Court, rendered at the Argil
Apparently it, neverI read an inscription on a tombness
in
public
office".
-does any Acid but the hope that tog up" the visit of Dr. A. E. Morterm thereof, 1934, in the above
Many farm prices lower than a
springs eternal in the human gan to, this secHon on May 16'Only year
cause for the purpose of payment
ago when the government
breast keeps alive ' the flame of the Cadiz Record and the Mayfield
of $1080,15 with interest from Nohas paid farmers millions of dolvembe,r 1, 1933 and costs herein
f5ith in the editor's breast that Messenger have "borne down" on lars to reduce
production.'
expended, I shall proceed to offer
finally- 'someone. - W111 take hiin The'newsor the event.
Idealizing such persons as Huey
My judgment of news values
for sale at the court house door in
seriously and in pity and rue heed
Long, Texas Guinan, Al Capone.
may be entirely wrong but it
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
his humble cry.
seems to me that this is one of
bidder at public auction.
Mo Please, oh. please. oh. please. reCalloway Circuit Court
The paragrapher who . said a day. the 28th day of May,
the biggest things that has come
1934.
member -tie a red string around
azel Adams, et al.,
to Western Kentucky in some time. full house pays in either hotel or 4 o'clock or thereabout (same beyour Jinger or put- a ring through
Plaintiffs
Aurora Dam is built it will poker game never at On a poker ing county court day), . upon a
. your nose-that when the dead
Vs. Judgment
have a greater effect on this sec- game. evidently. I've. seen 'em lose credit of six months, the followline is a certain hour that ddes
By virtue of a judgment and
tion than did. the. World
ing described property; •being and
War. their shirts on a full house.
,NOT mean that -the' newspaper
Caltoway Cir-Acres .of Diamonds" in our backlying in Calloway County Ken- order of sale of the
tioesn$ want
px_ _untilre that_ yardcuit Court, reiohoent- at the April
while the newspaper editors
Dixie Highway between htirm= '- lucky, towit:
of Western Kentucky peacefully moth Cave and Louisville May not - The north halt of lot No. four- term thereof, 1934. in the above
It is apparent',to -anyone that
-dream on.. Or like the cat who be a death trap as the Courier- tedh (141 as shown by the plat of cause for' the purpose of division
somebody must get copy in 'early
of property and costs herein exwend te.,jaandon and saw a mouse Journal claims but the most chant- the town
except seven
.41". or the newspaper could isevir 4
-I-1111111 proteed to offer
14 ialketalb•
113511Aktia
able _t)ingdiidErattl -farlebn:aillearr
ettltiraieldbre or t
out aerHster-r-H-Fbirrybad
- yr. wallit
the court'housedoor
r
•
•• •
it is that it is one helluva west side of said half, being used
Until- -a certain time to submit
in Murray, Kentucky, to the highLast week the "Loutivillie Times nuisance to anybody traveling it,' and reserved for an alley. Said
copy it is perfectly obvious that
est bidder at public auction, on
•••••
deed now of record in deed book
the newspaper must sit and .Wait published a 50th. Anniversary • EdiMonday, the.- 26th day -of May.
55,
page
Contrary
576
tion
Calloway
some
to
opinion
it's
which
County
was
Court
a
refreshing
exuntil that hour before it can begin
1934. at 1 o'clock or thereabout
Clerk's
trouble
office.
no
ample
all
at
"fill
to
of
the
up"
-such
editionsfrequentto prepare the next edition.
(same being -county court day).
For the purchase once the purThe most embarrassing situation ly printed and nearly as frequently paper. Where the ingenuity ceintes
upon a credit of six months, the
chaser
finding
is
worthless
something
in
must
peeple
.execute
will
except
bond with following described property, being
from the viewrs' to have our good friends bring
'approved
point
interested
be
securities,
reading
of
in
in the
bearing legal
advertising income_ The
in a piece of copy late and crave
and lying in Calloway County.
our good fellowship and -indulg- Times' effort is, however, an edi- news columns and enough in the interest from the day of sale un- Kentucky, towit;
ence to "get it HI the paper". The tion that it is extremely praise- ad columns to make it possible to til paid, and having the Jerre and
A part of the West half of the
effect atm judgment. Bidders will
first thing we know, we have worthy. It contains -articles and continue existence
E. Qr. of Sec. 8. T. 2, R 3 East.
• • • ••
be prepared to coMply promptly S.
Made more proiribies than We can pictures of -real- value. We learn
better known as 20 acres of land,
from
with
Thinking
these
the
men
usually
terms
Times
-George
agree
that
Hart,
S.
that
a
major
possibly keep. then there is the
porbeing all of tgat part of land deeddevil to paY. Late copy contribu- tion of the credit Is due Russell the trouble with politics is that too igweer -Cemesiasioner.
ed to M. L. Chum by • T. M. Prince,
Briney..
fete
people
Of
take
its
interest
an
It
in
staff.
Hearty contors would be the first to complain
all that land that lies South of the
gratulations to Mr. Briney and the We wonder, if those cussin' the
if the paper were late. .
Murray- and_ MaYfield road, con_ K. E. A. Ind the P. T. A_
whole
Times
Staff.
fot
will 'our readers please
taining twenty (20) acres, more or
"gettiri
in
.politics" would have
understand that there is NO
less. Also one 4 11 acre- os. land
The only -place .a tax bW, is ever everyone keep hands off and leave
CHARGE for -making. announceout of same.40. Sec. and T. and R.
ments tit church. meetings
is by the committee that politics to the politicians, "IU
any "o.
described as beginning at the N. E.
politicians ,.have never liked - anykind, graveyard cleanings. news drew -it
Corner of the above twenty 4201
thing
better.
,
Calloway
Circuit
Court
itinn& g,W.:- but that THERE IS a
acres of land in the middle of the
Moore, ,
third* for 'printag carits of thanks =-Kasstacky has-doubled'her debt
Murray and Mayfield road; thence
Farmers
of'
county
this
ought
to
sad obituaries.
• Plaintiff. S. fourteen 114) ink; thence in an
The rule on In the pail - teis yews which leads
realize
Murray
that
the
Milk
Prohi weeder whether-her dentaans
ys. Judgment
obituaries is 100 words free and'
Eastern Directlan eleven and onetent a word for all over 100 have been copyfes the state or the ducts Company is giving them a J. P. Moore.:Marion Dean; Tom
half 41141 rds.; thence N. fourreal
service
in offering them the Langston. Herbert Hill and Jim
state has been-imitating its citwords.
teen 114i rds.; thence W. eleven
services
of Edd Prewitl, a dairy Paschal,
Regarding obituaries and 'cards izens.
and one-half.
•
rds. to beginspecialist who is tried and proven.
Defendants, ning. containing one (1) acre. Also
of thanks we feel that their printA lot pf our friends are trying to Of course the Milk Plant expects
By virtue of a judgment and a pert of 'the W. halt of the S. E.
' ing is a personal service for the
Person who orders them and that hauft-tdecation in'kentucky. Out- to profit from Mr.-Prewitt's-ser- order of sale of bat Calloway Cir- Qr.. Sec. 8, T. 2. R. 3 East. that
. the newspaper
should
have a side of -.•Jtishua no one has ever vices and it ought to but it must cuit Court, rendered at the April part of land deeded to M. L. Chum
be remembered that the milk plant term thereof, 1934. in the above
reasonable compensation for its made- the sun stand still.
by T. DA Prince Sept. 20th., 1888.
cannot prosper unless the dairy cause for the purpose of payment of
,
• • •.• •
work , and -esperee in composing
and lies S. of Murray and May-,
farmers
Calloway
of
county
pros- $867.37- with interest-at the rate of field road and within the follOwarid printing such articles.
n Dillinger` today?
Unfortunately our landlord . deteed of '"Has lanybody here per. Their interests are mutual 6 per mint from July 27th. 1932. trig boundary. te-witf Beginning at'
and
can
never be abything else which 'amounts to on the 27th day a road .-at
naniedis- his - Teel, The Paper com- seen Kelly' its.- -Has anybody'
the N. W. Cor. of 'the'
here Mr. Prewitt's services are entirely
of April, 1934 the sum of $737.37, twenty
panies require pay for the stock seen Dillinger"
4204
acre tract above
at the command of the dairy farm- and that he is further indebted to
we .use. our workmen isige•bive
*named; thence- S. sixteen'(it) rods
• ••
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of
this
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and
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trust
the
in
coMperisation for their
the
sum
of
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and
to a stake S. sixteen 16) rds. to
the world is going they will not hesitate to use them. for taxes
paid by the plaintiff for a stake; thence N. eight (ID rds,
..that-requireS-Tti to get somethizig to have
to give the, Sap the rap.
the defendant which plus interest to the middle of Murray and Mayfor our work.
amounts to the sum of $31.00, mak- field road; thence East thirty-three
Cards -of thinks usually run to
NRA will he odE year old June
ing a total sum due the plaintiff (33) rods to
very small amounts. It is ex-stake: thence W.
16 and. ita „foster, papy. General
of $768.37 and costs herein expend- with said road- to beginning.
tremely difficult and inconvenient,
conJohnson, is doing a lot more
Carlos
Erwin
has
measles
an
ed. I shall proceed to offer for taining two and seventy-six
to keep books and mail out slate-,.
one
squalling
there
are
four
than
others
.of
the
the
fambaby.
sale at the court house door in hundreth 42 76-100). acres
' ments for. sutlk small sums- Teat-.
) add
ily to have them.
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest being all of that part of land deedsequently. in demanding cash in
Thacker Paschall of Tennessee, bidder Otapublic...auction, on MonEmployment increased a half
advance on cards of thanks and
ed to _T. C. Nix by T. J. Wright.
visited his son Gahm and family day, the 28th day of May,
obituaries we truct our reader. million in - March but that W.t
1934, at Being the same land by whieh the
will not take it that their credit near offset the number which Sunday.....-1411-:-Paset.111 and little 1 o'clock or thereabout *same be- decedent derived title from S. ET
Galon ing county court day), upon a
is questioned for that is not the made a big '"winter crop" and is ion both have measles.
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....aBtall, after haying
measles.. credit of six months, the following by deed dated
case. It is simply a matter of now doing nothing.
October 24, 1918,
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up
too
soon.
and
had
a
redescribed property. being and ly- recorded in peed Book 47. page
. convenience and necessity.
97,
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lapse
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now
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,tti She what we are looking for is a
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or t c•purchase price ifle purririt
ilGrove Sunday and
heard a fine W. corner on Kentucky and Tenextent of trcating your news- eminent guarantee of a good liechaser must execute bond with
sermon
by
Bro. W. P. Prichard, of nessee
state line and running approved securities, bearing legal
: !mixt as' you would like to be ing without
work..
Murray.
The speaker took his thence North with said Moore's
-treated -if you- were
interest from the day of sale tin-ible
_
text- from the third chapter of line tpree and
for Its--publication,Gen.
-one-half -1391) de- til paid. and having the force and
Denhardt has asked for a Ezekiel. The gist of which was
the grees West, thirty-four and two- effect
of a judgment Bidders will
.
probe cd_ Nazi activities m Ken- Golden Rule or
-put your self in fifths - 434 2-5) -poles to a stake;
'More brooder -houses are In ttiCky. 'A lot
be prepared to comply promptly
of folits don't know the other fellows' places" A Ezek.use in Fleming county than it) an
thence eighteen 418). poles and' six with these terms.-George S. Hart,v,
whether Nazi is
rand of beer iel ...eusi
s t "I sat where they 44o^ 440 feet eighty-four 014) degrees
oreyo ta
other
Master Commissioner.
ilLe. a newly aileovered star,r' jC, -t
Among
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out
of
this
vicinity
S. W. to--a stake; thence South
season.-• reports Cbuniy Ai;ent R.
who
attended
services
were Supt. forty-four (44) poles to a stake;
14 Liekrit.
Today's idle inquiry: What be- and Mrs.
M. 0, Wrather, Mrs. thence two (2) poles to a stake:
Galon Windsor and daughter. May.. thence South to
the Kentucky and
,of Murray; and Mr. and Mrs. Ejth Tennessee state
line; thence, east
Miller and daughter. Miss Connie with state line
twenty 90) poles
May, and Mrs. Haley and little and six (6) feet
to the beginning
daughter. June. of near jdurray; corner,
containing__ eleven
and
!stBlizabeih and Weita Pas-. three-fourths (Iraqi
acres, see
chall. -Poryear: Mrs, Bettle---Jecien- treed Book
30, Page 442, Calloway
Hazel; Jim Frank Myers assi-soes.. County Clerk's
above.
John and George, of near Paducah,
Being lot No. three (3) and
arrived in time for Sunday school bounded as
Tollthes, on the South
which preceded the sermon in the by C. M.
Paschal, on the East by
afternoon and visited relatives and J. P. Moore;
on the North by W.
friends.
J. Erwin; on the West by Lot No.
J. 0. Wrather. who -underwent an two 421
commencing twenty-one
operation at the Clinic-Hospital a 121a poles,
North of, the N. E.
• few weeks ago and who has been Cornerof List No. one (1), at the
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to
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most
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of
leading
by
the
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•
S. W. corner; thence East fortyttme since, is improving.
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eight (48) poles to a stake thence
Mrs.
John
trib.u_tors of • ,
Charlton.
who spent
North- Ilty-rigtst -1-5111 poles - and•
few. days at the Clinic-Hospital at seven
(7) feet to a stake; thence
SUPER CHARGED SUPER SMELL
Murray last week, was able to re- West
forty-eight* QM) poles to a
invite y6u to Murray afid to patronize them white.
turn home last. of the week.
stake; thence South fifty-eight (58)
Henry 'Jones of Crossland,
here. Every day will be a.-.1.iargairrglay for your
poles and seven 77,) feet to •stake
for
a few. nears has, been in poor at the'
car if you- use Super Charged Super Shell. ,
beginning point. containing
health. is r
Yeti get. extrajniLe-n-,,d-rfiiirw and sa.e7hryour
_otes_mornAir
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Smith; of
Deed Book 53, 50' Calloway County
car operation.
Paris, returned home last of the Clerk's
office.
week
after
several
days'
vacation
There is No Premium•on
For the purchase -price the purWith relatives.'
chaser must execute bond with
SUPER CHARGED SUPER SHELL
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan,,Guthrie enter- approved
securities, bearing legal
tained with a quilting last Saida; interest
from the day of nide *unahernoon and with a party in the til
paid, and having the torte and
evenllsi
effect of a judgment.' Bidders •
lhc a 'WT. boa AInett visited
will be prepared to comply promwith,, relatives in Tennessee lint ptly
with these terms-George S
•
week.
Hart. Mater Commissiupsr
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stone

$1.00

MEN'S SUMMER UNIONSUITS,
FOUR suits for .

LADIES' SILK PANTIESi
FOUR pairs for

'1$1 X)0

12 SPOOLS 0. N. T. THREAD
for
-

I S.Pleasant Grove j

1

49c -

LADIES'SILK HOSE,regular 39c quality,
FOUR pairs for

- WOO

36x72 FELT BASE RUGS,
TWO for "

S1.00

Ryan CS Sons Co.
Murray, Kentucky
Dependable Since 1880

11111•41.

ea

DAYS

5".

MONEY
_SAVING'S
-DAYS

The call by telegram to Frankfort prevents me
from properly preparing my adv., but you
will find real Dollar Bargains
--at-our store.

• MAIN
STORE
NORTH
FIFTH

CHARLEY HALE
Distributor
of Super Shell Products

T.OTurner

-'

•

BASEMENT
EAST
MAIN,
STREET

MI

,
•

-

11. NNW AIL.

& TIM F>;,

deep blue sea'
$.yeaNng rains,
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PAGE Five

TAX COLLECTORS SALE OF LAND FOR
DELINQUENT STATE AND COUNTY
TAXES

Holland, R. L.. 33 acres
that
1833 48
.501 Hughes, Thomas F., 40 acres
maim 0. Hearii
1933 $31.14 these things no doubt soothed and
Hutson, Mark 15 acres
•
1932 :$3.37 McPherson, Green. 25 agres
comforted for awhile, yet they ashamed, Of 3h1s stories of a few
1933
$9.39
Osbron, W. B., 100 acres
1932 $23-94 Smothern. Wt. W. M., 80 acres _ . 1933 $24.81; 1932 $27.12, cre333,S'23.00 were not sufficient.
years past. • -Thew will try themOutland, Bun A., 9 acres
BR1NKLTYIt was Jesus wno so tenderly selves in dramatization by com-- 19I2
Phill/ps,lirs. Emma Lee, 1 lot _
posing one act comedies for this
'ten poi) Burnett, E. S.. 100 acres
1933 $25.46; 1032 $27.52 lilted his soul from the suffering
I will sell for delinquent state and county taxes,
next few days.
properly at the Rowland Mrs. Harry, 24 acres
1933 $22.21; 193342.10 and sorrows of life, to-enjoy the
1932 $4.38 Gibbons, Mrs. Emma, 12 acres
following named persons on May 131, 1934. same beans
Miss Virginia Collie was a visitHoward, W. A., 59 acres
few% Monday, Utterback, Mrs. P. A. 2 lots
'1933 $22315;' 1932 $24.50; 1931 $37.70 never ending and ever expanding
1932 $13.00
at the county court bourse door, between the
or of the high school Friday afterglories
James, Aubrey, 1 lot
of
an
eternal
laws Of Mee and four COLOREDhome.
1933 $6.12; 1932 $11.25
o'clock P. M. A more complete description of the laoills
Jonia, Colon 0.,102 acres
His life was that of the average noon, May 4. She will be a memand lets may Stubblefiel
1933 $1(3.77; 1932 $14.27; 1931 $2.70
•, be found in ihe.,office of the county
d. Aisa, 59 acres
1932 $6.75 Nix, Mrs. Bettie (deeid), 1 lot _
1933 pm human--lots of sunshine, loti of ber of the freshman class next
court clerk of Calloway county.
Tharp, Jessie, 1 lot
1932 $6.50 Pea, A. J., 25 acres
3933 ,
3.31; ,
6.13 shadows, many heart aches as he year.
AMOUNTS DUE FOR TAXES SHOWN BELOW DO NOT INCLUDE Fludspeth, Sonnie, 2 lots
1832 9410 Perry, Walter, 57 acres
was the last surviving member, of • The agricultural boys are taking
4.
PENALTIES, INTEREST, ADVERTISING COSTS, ETC.
1933 $17.20
EAST MURRAY
a family of nine children. Yet, he a lot ef-lnterest in the beautificaSanders,
Geo.
M.,
6
acres
1933 $7.35; 1932 $10.38
Bourlond, Nat, 44 acres,
1933, $22.29; crediit $13.40 Sanders, Raymond. R.,
met life smiling and left it bright- tion of the campus by planting
CLINT DRINKARD, Ex-Sheriff of Calloway County
1 lot
, 1933 $7.75
Curd, Houston, 21 acres,
1933 SAS Scott, Mrs. it. M., 20 acres
er
and we believe that he can I flowers, and watering the young
and Tax Callecter. Floyd, Min/Harriet, 10 acres,
1933 $11.0/X.31932 $11.37
_ 1933 $1.48; 1332 3115 1
with...Paul ot...31d, -34 -have r4Sade.-..133.ete .113-.039,33.113t .the7 get
say
Sitille1911,.._11,....E. Adec31.1. 33. acres .
CITY-OF MUSICAL__
. ,,
z,----.:.
Overbely, Men B. S., -47 as-ma :
a good start
- --tieltittarlinr-s15.so- fought n good
-193343ffsr,- eftolt $23.673 stone
fight, I have fin. Mrs. Bert,'21 acres, 1 lot
The program
G., 29
1933 $17.11k-111113 214.211-eredit ished my cause,
for CommenceHearts C. Os 116 acres -3=
$13.79
1933
henceforth there
,11133; 234.26 Evans„ Hobart, 20
Taiiiern,deems- fail sere*
ment is as M110,31)43_, _
acres
1933 33-23 Turner,
31alob-wpf-4(se-viseIlitrt and
-033 99.19; 1932 $15.50; 1931 410.92 New Y9It.1.41c Insusanea
Prink F.,- 43 acres
1913 110.1Q; MU
Company, 60 acres2;30._23. 241,-;-:
righteeasaesa
_ 193342410 InaraFF500001.
Banks, Jas., 33-1133
35 acres. • 1903.35.5& 3Wells, G. Cleve, 20 acres
310.30
May God bless and save all he Ilasealaureste Sermon, Rev. Sam
1933 33
.37 Cox, A. J.,
20 acres
Basnett, I. L. and Nanny J., 3 lots
Rudolah, of near Paducah, Ky. 1933 $4.61 loved so well is our prayer.
1933 $24.34; 1932 326.08 Herndon, J. T, 35 acres
1933 $3.71; 1932 $2.63
Watson, S. B., 30 acres
Tuesday night May 15, at 7:45Brewer, Irve, 1 lot
1931 $7.35
1933 36.40 WEST MURRAYWick, J. W., 96 acres
Senior Play, "He's My Pal", which
Anderson,'J. A., 40 acres
1932
$32.38
Brown, Chas, 1 lot
1033 $27.55 Marine, Cliff, 22 acres
1933 $10-00 Bagwell,
was postponed some time ago, will
1932 $6.87; credit $4.37
Mrs. Eliza, 40 acres
1933 31.5.74; 1932 $17.00
Allan, S. B. and I. M. 2 lots
be given.
1933 $1.50 Barnes, Mrs. D. C., 2 acres
CITY OF HAZEL1933 169).-10
Burton, Mrs. T. L. 1 lot
Thursday night, May 17 at (.00
Wright W. J., 1 lot
193$ $8.00 Beale lc Hatton, 1 acre
3
1933 $2.63
191111. Mk; 1633, 60c
The entire high school and fac- -Commencement
'Cart, W. B., 40 acres
Address
by
Erwin, L A., 1 lot
1933 $27.25 Bradshaw & Davis, 250 acres
1933 $5.12; 1932 $5.13 ulty are planning a big picnic one Prot Forrest
1933 1610.03
C3rd, Mrs. Dollle, 1 lot
C. Pogue of Murray
Jones, Chas. J., 9 &CAM,
1933 $27.00 /Awards, James, 1 acre
lot
1933
$4.10;
$3.67
1932
1933
$3.78
day
'during
the last week of chool. State College.
Daniels, Mrs. M. E. 4 1-2 acres
1933 57.34 Fair, Cordis B., 4 1-2 acres
1933 $15.14 Nance, R. A., 2 lots
193.3 530.55
Dick, Jas. P. 105 acres
At 'this writing, two students
1933 $47.77 Gibbs, Chas. B. 42 licres
Oliver,
R.
A.,
2
lots
$22.27;l932
1933
$24.43,
with credits
1933 $12.96; 1932 $6.56 who have been on
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Dycus, Jack 1 lot
the sick list
1933 $8.00; 1932 $8.50 Hays, W. C., 1 lot
1933 $36.50; 1932 $44.60 (1931 list $50.03) Oliver. a F.3 1 lot
1933 $4.38; 1932 $4.37 for two weeks have returned
3., Gardner, J. B., 1 lot
CHURCH 49.
to
1933 '$10.130 Hopkins, Mrs. V. G., 45 acres
Palmer,
Z.
X,
1 lot
1933 $10.12; 1932 $10193
1933 $1.73; 1932 $3.50 3313g)11.331.133 _1333333 du this
_crikan. Joe, 40 acres
'
sec1933 $18.37; 1932 $17.50 Johnson, J. E., 2 lots
3
-acres
19:33-1M CfsbroE;
Preaching by pastor Saturday
1932 $3.50 tion have about died out, there
Hart, Mrs. A. B. 1 lot
1933 $1.50 Jones, Mrs. Henry, 1 lot
1933 $28.87 Adams, Genie, 24 acres
1933 $7.33 being oady one case in the stri- night, May 12, at 7:30 P. M.. and
McCuiston, Mrs Aline 1 lot
1933 $4.00 Langston, Eliz If.,'I lot
31933 $32.20 Lawrence, Torn 'A., 60 acres
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
Nichols, R. F. 1 lot
1933 $9.18 dent body at present.
Miller,
1933 $3.00
Robt. A., 54 acres
1933 $9.85; 1932 $10.37 Acree, Lydie, 2 lots
Sunday School each Sunday at
Parker, Joe T. 5 acres and 7 loots
1932
45.68
The
class
m
English
3 and 4
1933 $606; 1932 $73.70 Mutray Golf and Country Club, 41 acres
1933 $22.96; 1932 $21.87 Kuykendall, 0. L., 1 lot
Thompson, Mrs. Adelia, 1 lot
1933 $8.76 have been trying themselves at 9:30 A. M.
1933, $17.50; 1932 bal. $30.51 Pogue, Thos. F., est., 9 acres and 1 lot
1933 $11.30 Merrell, Chas. B., 1 lot
A cordial invitation to all.
Wade, John, deceased, 1 lot
19:32 $2.62 writing "short stories" recently,
1933 $22.50 Richardson, Eliz 23 acres
1933 $7.33 Morris, Mrs. J. F., 1 lot
L E. Gholson, Pastor
Weatherly, J. R., 1 lot
1932 55.25 with the result that many excel1933 $11.50 Rowlett, Joe, 2 lots
1933 32.00 Oliver, It.-A., 2 lots
Wallis, J. T., 40 acres
1932 $6.56 lent stories have been produced,
•
1932 $2.02 Summers, Lottie Doran 13313r, 110*
Read
the
Classified Column.
193318130 011-Ver, B. E., 1 lot
Schroader. John R.,' 1 lot
1.932 $411-.
1932, 50c Watkins, Mrs. Lena, 1 lot
1933 320.00 Weatherford, Fin3s31 lot
William Mason MemoMalaiospital3 1 lot
1932 $2.50
1933 $472.50 Young, Mrs. F. C., 1 lot
1933 $43.73 CONCORD
Cullum, Jas. A., 25 acres
V
1933 $7.35 Brinn Chas. 75 acres
1932 $32.84
Hart, C. H., 1 lot
1933 $7.50; 1932 $7.30 Gilbert, Walter, 180 acres
Outland,
Mrs.,
Annie, 10 acres
1932 $0.53
1933 $60.65; $1932 359.50
Hays, Mrs. Sudie, 4 lots
1933 $53.50; 1932 $56.50 Hale,' Mrs. Mary B., 1 lot
„
1983 $7.35; 19.32 $9.50
1933 $2.63; 1932 $2.62 Adams, Rudell, 45 acres
Holland, Miss Graee1-43.1433w.
1933 sup Wells,--elycer,-t- acre
.erwaignim""
1933 $5.25 Albritten, F. W., 92 acres
1033 $13.78
Holtorrs'Mr.3Juliia, admr, 1 lot
1933 621/ocr COLORED-WEST MTIRRAYAllen, Theodora, 51 acres
1933 $21.14
Houston, Mrs. J. E. (guardian) 35 acres
1933 $12.00 Crouse, Noah, 2 1-2 acres
Coleman, Frank, 7 acres
1933 $4.34
Marberry, W. B. 72 acres
1933 $4.33
1933 $37.72; 1932 $42-63 Wells, Wilburn. 22 acres
Crutcher, W M., 88 acres
1933 9119; 1932 $13.00
Miller, William, 2 lots
_1933
$6.63,
credit
$4.00
1933 $18.30 Jones, Mrs. Henry, I
Elkins, Henry A.. 40 acres
loot __ ..
1933 96.47
_
Murray IlLarble. Works 1 lei
1933 339.75
1933 $23.60 Kemp, F. P., 50 acres
Ellis, Henry E., 80 acres
1933 $7.81
McElrath,
514.00
1933
6 1033
1933 $36.203 1932 $47.50 Melugin Si Dulaney,
Hendon,
J.
Thomas.
13
acres ___
1 lot
1933 $7-10
McInteer, Jesse, 1 lot
1933 $9.75
1933 $23.13
Hodges, J. B. 474 acres
inland, E. S., 1 lot _3_3_33_33-3
1933 $134.04; 1932 $12886
Newman, Mrs E. B. 1 lot
1933 $2.41
1933 $14.00 Pann, Cron, Jr.,
1 lot
1933 $11.03
Parker, R. B. Sr., 1 lot
.19
_
3331.00 Housden, Mrs. L. P. 93 acres
1933 318.3 Waldrop, Lee, 1 lot
Jamerson, A. D., 68 acres
_Palmas, Mrs. Vivian, 1 lot
.1933 $23-66
.193335.50
1933, 71e
kimbro, Austin, 94 acres
LIBERTYPhillips, Linza, 1 lot
1933 $5.52
-1933 $8.00
Kimbro, J. J., 29 acres
Boyd, Henry W., 1 1-2 acres-Phillips, C., 77 acres
1933,$1101; 1932 $9.50
$5.72
1933
1933 $16.54 Burkeen,
Kline,
G.
P.,
172
acres
Joseph L., 80 acres
Hale. Vernon 2 lots
1933 $20.42; 1932 32395
1933 $11.69; $13.98
1933 $17.50
_
Lax. Cleve B., 51 acres
Daniels,
Robinson, Mrs. Jane, 107 acres and 1 lot
1933 $11.87
1933 $20.51; 1932 $23.57
1433 $37.37 Downey,Geo. W., 460 acres
Thomas, A. C. Jr., 38 acres
W. J. atilt) 90 acres
Robinson, J. P., 87 1-2 acres and 1.1ot
1932 $20.00
1933 $9.19
36.00; 1931 $36.40. credit $5.00
Meadow, Mrs. F. 0_, 90 acres
Dyer, T. Gray, 31 acres
Rudolph, Roy, 1 lot 1933, $14.70
1933 $6.18; $1932 37.75
1933 $13.43
Meadow, Nellie 180 acres
Haynes, W. A. 80 acres
Shell, Mrs. B. A. 1 lot
1933 $18.33
1933 $224.09
1933, 50e; 1932. 50c
Holland, R. L., 33 acre;
Mohtmdro, A. P., Adm., 50 acres
Shelton, Jno. K., 38 acres
1933 $22.05
1933
$8.01
3
$
1933 1925 Lee,
Mrs.
M. J., 40 acres
Shoemaker, George, 1 'lot
1933 3------3 Moore, Mrs. L..E., 112 aires __'*j 1933 $13.79; 1932 $18.09;'l930 134,1. $3.24
1933 $10.30
Miller, G. M., 84 scree
Stroud, Mrs. Eva,- 1 lot
1933 $11.02; 1232 $11037; 1930 bal. $20.04
1933 317.20; 1932 $17.3-T Moore Heirs, 66 acres
1933 $25.00; 1982 $25.00
Morris, Wyman, 1 lot
U. S. A. Clay Co., 38 acres
1933'46.00; 1932 $7.95, credit $2.47 McClure, J. Sandford, 47 acres
$9.20
1933
1933 $14.44; 1932 315-63
McCuiston, Toy, lit acres .Weaks, Joe H. 1--lot----33
1933 $1.84 Boyd, Mrs. Annie, 40 acres
,-1933 $100
1932 $7.87
McDaniel„ -W. W., 129 acres
Williams, Homer. L, 1 lot _-_
1933 $231.16 Boyd, Mrs. Lydia and R. C. 33 acres
_ 1933 $f300
-10113 $6.57
Phillips, Wildy, 14 acres Wm. Mason Memorial Hospital, 1 lot
1933..57.09; 1932 $6.87 Ferguson, Linn., .160 acres
_______ 1933 $472.50; 1932 $482.17
1932 $27.87
Puckett. Walter G., 39 acres
Woodruff, L. Y., one-eighth lot
1933 $9.85 Guaranty Bank & Trust Co., 63 acres
1933 $5.60
1932 $1050
Billington, Henry, 31 acres.
- 1933 $2.74 Hamlin, Walter G., 75 acres
COLORED1932 $26-13
Cook. J. Dan. 53 acres
1933 $7.35; 1932, $7.88 Hendon, J. Thos. 13 acres
1932 $6.12
Houston, Mrs Cora, 50 acres
Bailey, Chas. 1 lot _33
1933 311.34 Barnes, Mrs. Nettie, 60 acres
1933 $1.00; 1932 $2.50 Jones,
1932 $2.75
W. Holman, 74 acres
Beauregard, George, 4 lots
1933 $10. 'Crabtree, Mrs. Myrtle, 15 acres
1933 $6.24; 1932 33.23f Outland,
1932 $1.83; 1931 $1.75
s•
Henry. 35 acres
Beouregard, Chas., 1 lot
1933 $12.86 Hooper, Will L., 98 acres
1932 $2.75; 1931 $3.50
Outland, Mrs. Annie, 10 acres
Blanton, Nettie, 1 lot
1933, Mc Styles, V14. B., 60 acres
1932 37.80; Credit $4.49
Powers, Mrs. Louie, 1073acrec
Bradley, W. A.. 1 lot
1933-316.54; 1932 $17.50 Thomas, Mrs. N. A., 37 acres
1933 53193
.10933
7I3,33$4 50
1932 $7.35; 1931 $14.00; 1930 $49.10
5
1
Ray, Willie H., 21 acres
Coleman, Thos., 1 lot
1933 $8- 17 WADESBORO1933, 50c; 1932, 86c Sparks,
Mrs. Nancy, 20 acres
Curd, Susan, 1 lot ____4
1933
$2.48
1933 $2.00; 1932 $2.00 -Turner,
Henry, 90 acres
Curd. Wallace, 1 lot
1933 $13.53
1933 $13.79; 413.12 Douglas, E. L, 40 acres
1933, $3.50 Wilkerson,
3E. E., 111 acres
Diggs, 011ie, 1 lot
1933 $89.27
1933 $20.88, credit $2.50 Duncan, Jas. P., 633 acres
1933 $3.50 Williams,
Daniel H. 75 scroll
Dunba,
r Ella', 1 lot
1933 $30.70
1933 $13.59 Grugett, C. J., 118 acres
1933 _13,00;.1932 33-1311 Cook, Jas.
0., 35 acres
,- Fidwards, Leslie, I lot
1933
1933 '$30.70 !
00 Holland, Paul,.1 acre
1933 $5.50 Dunn. E. D.,
' .1343,3rds, Dennie Acre, 2 lob
50 acres-1933 -619.11C -1932 $23.50
-1-932 -37. Imes, T. W. 60 acres
Edwards,
Wayne.
Si
Farrier, McClellan, 1 lot 3_
acres
4''
1932 $14.00 Jeffrey. E., 7 acres'.
_
1933 $4.78
1
-933
i .
1933,
$3
$2
7
.00
2
54
c
Henslee, J. Bodine:1 lot
Garland, Thos. 1 lot'
- 1932 $57.26 Janes, Mrs. C. A., 1 lot
1933 $5.25
Holland
&
Holland, 200 acres
Gilbert, Laverne, 2 lots
1932 $3.00, irediit $3.50 Jones, A. IL, 50 acres
1933 315.36; 1932 3950
'1933 $3.50; 1932 35.00 McDaniel,
'11"
W. W., 129 acres
ereen,• Susan, 1 lot
1932 $20.95 Joann, R. B., 4) acres
•
4933 $17.20; 1932 $17.90
1933 $3.00; 1932 $4.50 Ray, Willie FL,
• ,
21 acres
Grogan, daylon, 1 lot
1932 $6-00 Reeves. W. T., 3 acres
1933 $7.00; 1932 $7.00 Wilkerson,
,1233 13-92
E. E., Ill acres
Grogan, Artie. 1 lot
1932 $20.00 Smith. R. N., 132 acres
1933 $23.83; -1932 $38.70
1933 $450 131IST. OF HAZEL
Harding, Frank, 1 lot_
Conner. J. F., 9 acres gnd 1 lot
10331$4.50," credit $1.00 Angle, G. R., 100 _acres
1932 38.89
1933 312.86; 1932 $23.20, credit $10.51 Cress, B. T. 45 ae3e3
liarding3Bett, 2 lots 1933 $4.50; 19:32 $4.50 Brandon, Mrs. E. C. 39
1933 36.41; 1932 $7.00
acres
Hudspeth. Maggie, 1 lot
1933 $8.25 Parker, Jas, T., 6 acres.
1933, 24c Burton, Thomas J. 85
_1932 $3.37
in
acres
Hudspeth, Dave, est., 1 lot
1933 $422.05; Credit $8.43 Alton, Susie, 10 acres
___ __.1933 $4.00; 1932 $6.00 Christman, H. B.,
1933 $5-50
64 acre3.3
__s_-------1933 $32.35; Credit, $2.50 Andrus. B. V. 50 acres
Hudspegs_S. L., 1 lot _
. •------731933 $11.03; 1932 $12.25
_- _:. 1933 $3.50 Douglas. Chas. E. 50
acres
31rtifftp
-elli, Viola, 1- 36( _
193:U415337; 1932 $17.37 Andrus, J. M., 2 acres
193333.50; 1932 0.00 Farris, R.
-1033 $4.34
A., !90 acres
Hughes, Wayne,, 1 lot
$38.33
1933
,Barnett, Jno. Q., 63 acres; 1 lot
1933 $2.00 Harris, W. F.,
1933 $14.323 1932 $19_37
55 acres
Cavenilar, Jai, decd., I lot
1933 43.89 Cavitt, Clifton, 36 acres
1933 $2.00; 1832 $2.00 Heath,
1933 $9,86; 1932 $9.50
J. H., 27 1-2 acres
Johnson, Will, 2 lots
1933 $13.52 Clea3er, Hoyt, 52 acres
1933 $9.00
1933 315.36
Hicks,'H. P., 47 acres
Johnson, Chas., 1 lot,
1933 $17.54; credit $5.96 Covington. Dr. G. H.. 2 acres
1933 $5.50; 1932 $11-50
- 1833334,79
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$1.00
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49c

Keep Cool
and Happy!

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED

PORCH & LAWN FURNITURE

. $1.00

Jones, rs. Louise 1 lot
Martin, Maggie, 1 lot
1933 $1.50
Kelly. W. G., 40 acres
Martin. Bettie, 1 lot
1933 $1.00
Meadow, Ellen, est.. 1.,3)st
Mason, Mrs. Amanda, 23 acres
1933 $43111
meNutt, J. Richard: 46 acres
Milan. Sam, 1 lot
- 1933
Morris. W. B. 1-lot
- -i-Oliver. J. E., 80 acres
1933 $7.00;'1932 $7.00
McConnell, Mrs. Thine!, 8 acres and 1405
perry.
--1933 16.42- - - - - E. 0. 24, serc,s
McGehee, Lon, 1 lot
1933 $4.00; 1932 8030 Vaughan. John W., 26 acres
McGehee. Mrs. Ella, 1 lot
1933 33.00 Reed,.Wilson, .45 acres
'Olive, Connie, 1 lot
1933, $1.90; 1932 $1.00 Rogers, Mrs Mary 1% acres
Palmer, David, 3 lots _
'
1933 33.30 Shirley, Mrs. D. 33, 1-2 acre'
Patten, Andrew, 1 lot
1933, $4.50; 1932 $4.00 Sweat, A. W. (est.), 39 acres
Perry,.Taylor:- 1 lot
1933 3.5.50 Vance, E. J.. 74 acres
Perry-iloward, 1 lot
__ ___ 1933 $6.50 Wilson, J. F., 72 accts._
Perry. Lee, 81 acres
1933 $90-76; 1332 $9-38 COLORED-.
..
Prichett,Mris Jessie, 1 lot
1933, 4033 1932, 50c Tharp, Sallie (deed). 15 acres
• Ross. Dirre,-/ lot
.
-____ 1933 54.00 DIST., OF HAZEL WHITERowlett. .7110.7.1 'tot - 1933 $5.50; 1932 $650 Buchanan, Joe, 15 acres
Rowlett, E. A., 1 lot
193338.00 Edmonds, Odie, 27 acres
- '
Rowlett. E. L.. 1 1(st
,___ 1933 36.00 Evans, Mrs. Emma, 37 acres
-,
e3orpg _John. 1 l'at
..... '
- 1933 $3.50 Graham, Luther, 30 acres _.
- Singleton, John B. and Jas., 1 lot
1933 45.00; 1932 $6.00 Harris, W. F., 55 acres _
Smith, Virgil, 1 lot
-. 1933 $5.00; 1932 $6.50 Heath, J. H., 27 1-2 acres
Stone, Bailey, 15 acres and 1 lot
1933 310.44; 1932 $11.00 Mason, Mrs, Amanda. 23
acres
Warfield„ Mary, Alice, 1 Ipt
1933 $4.50; 1932 $6.50 Myers, Mrs. Bobbie,
1 lot Wall, Elmo,-1 lot .
1933 $6.30; 1932 $6.50 SWANNWillis, Marvios 1 lot
1933 $1.74 Brandon, Reed, 80
acres
Willis. Ben, 1 lot
1933 $8.00; 3932 31.50 Bruce, Logan. 40
acres
wkilis,„ Nei., 1 lot
193339110 Clark. Mrs.
Callie, 1 acre
Wells, Hezzie, 1 lot
_
1933 $4.00; 1932 $.3.50 Cochran,
_
Chesley Z.. 36 acres
Well*, Carl; 1 lot,
1933, $4.00; 1932 $4.50
Dick, Jno. W. '27 acres
tarell3Flontas, 1 lot
1932, 50c Doublin,
Kirks. - 20 acres
Galloway,3earon, decd., 1 lot
1932, 50c
Enoch, Frank J.. 40 acres
Gardner. peter, decd., 1 lot
1932 $2.50
Hays, Oscar. 45 acres
Gardner, Thomas, 1 lot
'
1932 $3.50
Hill, Willie. 89 acres
Jones, Lizzie, 1 lot
1932 $3.00
. ?timer David and_1433314,-1-let---33.33-Bodies, Mrs. R. 113 26 acres
-HOW
Kelley, Chas. W.. 95 acres
Perry, Billie, 1 lot
1932 $2.50.!
Priehett3 Billie, 1 loot
Sims, Jno. W., 69 acres
1932, $2.50
Baker, Joe, 2 lots
1932 $15.23 Cooper, Chesley, 25 acres
'
Banks, Jas.,. Jr., 1 lot '
1932 $4.40 Miller, William D., 38 acres"
...
Banks, Jas., 1-1,th _
1932 $650 Miller. Arthur, 7 acres
Bissell, W. A. 1 lot
1932 $740 Miller, Orlander. 33 acres
Bishop. C. A.. 44' ae3`e3 and 2 tots
_ 319323%2.31 McLeoll,- Mrs. F. I.. I lot -., •.
Crawfor,ci, T. Wade, 115 acres and 2 lots rs
1932 $4975 Stone. Mrs. E. W.. ST. aeres
Ciillum, Jas. A., 69-acres
'
1922 $11333 Turnbow, Fred. 98 litres
3 , Dunn, W.,D., /tev., 5 lots
11132 $3.50 Wright. Mn. Neely!, 3 1-2 acres
4134-1181131_33
ast
/932 52.50 Scott. Vada and Belle. M•acres '.
Hart & Walarci.ifteacres __ 1933 39.18: 1932 $10.50; 1931 list same $10.921 Smotherman, J.
K. $S_acres
..

ne e ill

MENT

••

1933 30.70
1933 322.51
1933 $2891
1933 $37.91
1933 $331.24
1933 35.51
1932 $24.39; credit $18.09
1933 $11.02; 1932 $10.60
1933 $61.36. credit $40.73
1933 $4.61; 1932 $6.13
1933 $34.82; 1932 327.55
1933 =.70; 1932 319.25
1933 $7.07; 1932 36.74
1932 $3.50; 1931 $3.64; 1930 $4.79
1932 $10.30
1932 $8.75
1933. $21.00; credit $55.13
19-XI $7.00
1933 $22.75
1933 $15.62; 1932, bal. $31 43
1933' $30.63
- +930110O7
1933 $46.73
1933 $10.30
1933 $0.91
1933 $14.42; 1932 516.50
1933 $5.97; 1932 $6.12
_ 1933 $3.63
1933 $23.64
1933 $19.77
1933 $8.00
1933 428.94; 1932 24141. credit $5.89
,,...3-__ 1932 $46.97
1933 $4.63
1933 $16.55
1933 $27
'1933 $1847
1931 32.68; 1932 $14.12
1933 $9.20; 1932' $10.50
1933 520.20; 1932 $21.00
1933 $5.52
1932 $3.95
,
..... _„.....:- -A
1932

-

•

-* -

COLOREDCurd, Finney, '1 lot
Cord, Webb, 2 acres
Hudspeth: W. 1-1., 30 acres
McCall, Charlie, 1 lot
Perry, Willis, 20 acres
White, WADESBORO
Long, F. M., 7 acres
Coloted, WADESBOFt0-Perry, Everett 18 acres
CITX OF DEXTERBarnett. M. L., 2 lots
Curd. 0. F., 90 acres
Curd, S. R.„1 lot
.
Dodd, Mousey, 2 lots
Egman, Charles G., 1 lot
Ernestburger, Louis C., 1 lot
_Ernestburger, J. 0., 13 acres; 1 lot
Jackson, Mrs. Sarah, I lot
James,. Burnett, 16 acres; 1 lot
Mathews, Robt. E.,- 39 acres
Moore, W. D.. 60 acres; 3 lots __,
Prichett, Wave' P., 39 acres, 1 lot
Thorn, Howard, T Tot
Gorden, Joe A., 1 lot
Coleman. T. E., 3 lots
_I
Dodd, Mrs. M. 3. 1 lot
Gorden, J. A., 1 lot
"
Jackson, Cha,s. M.3-1 lo$
McDaniel. Mrs. Hurries., 1 lot
Stringer, Mrs. Mary E., 1 lot,
i
Barnett, M. L., 2' lots

-Okitstary-

See our window display...
. Many More
• ,items instde.

1933
1933
1933
1933
1933

„• •
E.S. uffiguia- & Son

$3.38
$435
$6.13
$55,13
$8.02

1933 53.44

Furniture and Hardware

1933 $7.19
'1933 37.05
1933 $36.75
1933 $3.50
1933 34.823
1933 37.00
1933- $7.75
• 1033 $8,93
1933 .87; 1932 .79
1933 $7•78
1933 $17.01
1933 330.67; 1932 $36.97
- 1933 410.20
1933 $7.77
1933 $4.38
1932 $1.75
1932 .87
1932 $5.25
3 1932 $6.03
3.3_13 1932 $3.19
r
' - 1932 $9.97
1932 $8.80

Your- Home in Tennesee_...
tiAmin

10.

100i,
411.
,

v.

:
in
The
ences
e :e1:
fpr
00 xitj'e
urtes
a:1""..
.and
the fnendly atmosphere
of tour own home greet
you when you stoy at the
33(1,03 Len ...Cirtulattnq
ce water and ceiling fan

I
250 ROOM WITH RATH
AND

Pete and Kelly., All survive him
except Myrtis who died in child.
hood.
In early manhood he unitecTiVitb
the'. Christian church and we that
know him best, believe he has been
-a faithful follower of the mock 'and

JjriVonclerrea
s
fod .o

COFFEE SHOP
Seeolt

west hotel ut.

1-14 hehtth litd been failing for
some tinitr'bot the last two weeks
he suffered greatly. His wife, sons,
daughter, grandchildren and friOnds
united their efforts to bring ease
and rest to the tired, Mil tody.
.,

MAIN AT MONROE

"

-

,

-0

-

-

OTHER SOUTHWEST HOTELS
midespc - Not,SorfAs ikatno11114
HOTEL WHOM-tate liaci.ftek.
14WAYETIEtietle3ock.ht.

MiMPHIS
.•

"

2
'

I

f

James M. Wisehart. son of John
and . Lucrecia Wisehart, was born
Oct. 7; 1849. dies April 29. 1934.
Having lived to the ripe old age
of 84 years 5 mOntbs and 21 days.
On Oct.. 36, 1663. he was Married
to Miss Fannie Finley. vIhol has
walked hand in hand with him for
mute than fifty years.
. There came to gladden this union
five children, Noah, Calle, Pdfrtii,

HOTEL

43, '

o

•

nitoeietatreamomff_folf",,r_ .
Os
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THUR
SDAY AFTEANOON, MAY 10, 1934.

i3C44411Si
Wikkianis . Murray,
IL-imak'N'I F'at1 Accident ;iN en tcsatit

te.s..as -_1,....)sts,?*/*.drt:.-11W'ranA
/Kind ii•aziy age. The ?fee
able was done for him.
symptoms of cocciamois are•-droopi.
If thete is key thingi can do roe nett._ wings draggin
g the ifiteasasi
you 'plrea
-i--e- let---m---e know em. I. am .and standing with eyes dosed,
of• the 'fata
at
your se•rvwe.
•
,
p
hir, medicinal treatment has
teak the life of Robert Linn
This is one of the hardest things
-Very truly yours.
tNen of little or no value. A satwiU
l.have
youisg. CCC_ bay of M.tirever had as.de.- There is
latnes A. 'Milton, Jr
isfactory • way to- ward off on
rartailte was killed in California. ito way of telling a mother of the
Captain
314th
Cavalry stuck loss.s foam the disease is to
aes.entifelned in the following let- death of her son, without feeling
Commanding 587th CO. C give the chicks- all the
milk they
t
wrisich -was written the boy's some of the grief that such felling
C C,, Elk River Idaho,
will drink, feed lightly on grain
"-Iv the commanding off'. will engender.'
on. mash, clean the brooder house
(silent the cornpany in which Rob- it -Your son was a good boy and
daily. If liquid milk is not used,
ert•'served.
he was always quiet and pleasant
add dried skim milk to the mash
Friends of Robert know that the and always willing to do a little
to the extent' uf 40 per cent, that
- tribute paid hirn by his armament: inure than his share of anything
is,. mix four pounds of the powderlee ,allot,. is a we assesvea
oafs- which had to be dune. He never
ed milk with 6 pounds of the
.
gave me the -slightest worry or
The letter follows:
It seems that the girls of Kirksey mash you are feeding.
Continue
King City. Calif. trouble and he was well liked by High school "ain't got no eppreci- this mash for 3 week or 10 days.
Aprir 24. 19Z4, all the officers and was one of ation ...nf_the.P..
A.,.._boys_ftrar.,
--T,
--the most popular men In the con - For on Tuesday night, .April 17,
F.' F. A: boys have sold
pony.
the boys entertained the girls of around 1500 pounds of baby
chick
Your boy had Just left King City, the school with a weiner roast.and mash at 2 cents a„poe
tht_irtear.T:deka--11WarieiFfio enearr-eitirlie bht at' Riley Bros.
same
e on the train, in turning he aomnItnient- bya!ow- store, --KirkitiY. CoeTwan's.
"You've got to show turfaw.:thatts-the attitude of today's young' nroeer
or from
ns . . awcfrMee yaw
prepanition for moving to 'Ink ering the C - C. C. boys with holes; the boys.
find them buying their furniture libre, there
must be -a reason—and a good one! In a few
Baser-Idalau When he fell from the _However their-pleasure-didn't last
words, it's this: We're giving values that are
almost impossible to duplicate
in
today's
rear end of the truck on which long for just a word to the ComThe boys sprayed the plant bed
markets, only because we bought heavily of everyt
he .was riding. He was le-aetilig mander at Murray caused the boys of' Silfr. Charlie Pierce,
hing when prices were so low! Come in
with Bor-.
tomorr
ow
and see these amazing savings in quality-made, artistically designed furniture!
up against the tail gate of the to lose all their .affection for the deaux mixture and
arsenate of
we ea ma NWT
truck' and when they struck a girls' at Kirksey. Now the local lead last week.
Charles Ray rerought spot in the road the
boys feel that they have a chance ported that this spray had
good
gate jumped out of, the sockets again.
results on. his bed.
and 'Robert fell to the roadway.
This was at about seven thirty in
The F. F. A. boys have:hee
-n
ONCE AGAIN
the evening of Sunday. April 22 spraying grapes for the comMunity.
RALPH
'
S RTANCI,PS
the WOrld Gathers in He suffered a fractured skull and The following have had spraying
never regained consciousness and done: Jim Washer, Frank Hanley,
Dog
..suffeted---no-pain. He- Jeho-A - Washer- and Eiryan- Staples.
away at- +4'S1'
morning, Less_:Ross. -ffase' aext spray is at
carnivorous mammal, Com*The truck was driven by one of blooming time with Bordeaux mix- monly
domesticated, and remarkthe most -careful drivers in the ture
able for its intelligence and'Itsatcompany and I would not like for
tachment to man."
you to feel that your eon's death - Tennis Tournament: The boys of
reservatiors ot
In a word of explanation to the
.4 the result of the carelessness of Kirksey high school have organ- followin
g lines I would like to say
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OTEL SHERMAN
Rooms

2-Pc. Mohair Suite! Sensation

'139'

SHERMAN

TRADE IN YOUR
OLD
FURNITURE

Convenient Terms Arranged
Many_ Other Choice Suites in Tapestry Covers,$69.50 up

Easy _Terms
Arranged

GlIARANITE

$1830

What a Chance to
Save on a 3- Pc. Bedroom-. Group!
. _

OR YOUR MONEYBACK

-

79.50

We're Lucky to Have Rugs_to_Go_
at Such Prices!

lawnaar
T H RU

El

American
Oriental .Rug

Mid-Continent TIRES

A SO-fa BY Day—
A Double or Twin Bed By Nigiit

TRAVEL BY BU-S.
-1-.

Convenient _Schedule
itt, trA. p4.;

Easy Terms Arranged!

I FREE DaIVERY within 100 Miles of PADU,C4H

THAN ORDINAPY
GASOUN
DXAfl OTHER.
DIAMOND PRODUC1 S
are distriuuted in
this territory by

ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Connections to St. Louis, Chicago.
Detroit, and Everywhere.

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO..•

Satisfied Customers Built 'Our Store's

Terminal at SIXTH and MAIM

C. RAY LINES
Murray, Pty.

Exchange
Store, C
41111 & Jeff.
Pacrucah, Ky.

Main Store 118411jit 4th St.--Paducah'

Phone OS

Branch
Store
Mayfield,
Ky.
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